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During the Guru period, we in the Punjab were largely illiterate and
ignorant. Sadly, even in the 21st century the same is partially true;
we are largely literate but still ignorant, except for a few brave
souls. Even our universities are being used to suppress the true
meaning of Guru Nanak’s message. Punjabi University Patiala
Professors Jodh Singh, Harbhajan Singh (Dehradunwale)
Harpal Singh Pannu, and Gurmukh Singh are actively engaged
in promoting the so called Dasam Granth as the composition of
Guru Gobind Singh; the latter now appointed as acting ViceChancellor of the Sri Guru Granth Sahib World University,
Fatehgarh Sahib.
Guru Nanak Dev University is not far behind. In March 2001 upon
learning that this university was going to confer an honorary degree
on Bhajan Yogi I chose to call Dr. Harbhajan Singh Soch, the ViceChancellor of the University, to dissuade him from doing so. He
asked me to put my objections in writing. In my letter dated March
21, 2001 I attached 36 exhibits, among them legal documents
pertaining to alleged sexual improprieties by Bhajan Yogi himself,
drug dealings by people in his inner circle and evidence of his ‘Sikh
Dharma’ being a cult than a center for propagation of Sikhi. One
such document was Bhajan Yogi’s Letter Head banner: “IN GOD I
DWELL”.

I wrote, “ I was encouraged to hear from you that you would like
me to send to you the material that supports my contention that your
This issue of the Sikh Bulletin is only in electronic format
university should not confer this or any other degree on this person.
being sent to those whose email addresses we have. If you
It is bad enough that a centre of leaning named after the greatest
or someone you know would like to receive it please
religious teacher, thinker, philosopher, and prophet that the world
provide the email address. You may also pass it along to
those on your email list.
has ever known succumbed to the political pressures and offended
the sensitivities of the entire Sikh Qaum by creating "Satguru' Ram
The views expressed by the authors are their own. Please
send the feedback and inputs to:
Singh Chair, but to compound it by another affront by honouring
editor@sikhbulletin.com
this man with an honorary degree will further lower the image and
Our Website: www.sikhbulletin.com
the Rocky
prestige
theEl university.
We95762
hope and pray that one day when 1
K. T. F. of N. A. Inc. 3524
Ridgeof
Way,
Dorado Hills, CA.
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SGPC and SAD come once again under the control of
Gursikhs, ‘Satguru Ram Singh’ Chair will be
abolished and replaced by a chair honouring a true
modern day Gursikh exponent of Nanak's teachings”.
It is to the credit of Dr. Soch that during his tenure no
such degree was awarded to Bhajan Yogi but this
despicable act was performed by his successor.
In the University named Guru Nanak, a chair in the
name of an imposter ‘Satguru Ram Singh’, a
namdhari, has been established. The book 'Purakh
Guru', published by the Sarb Hind Namdhari Darbar,
Bhaini Sahib, questions the general sikh belief that
tenth guru Gobind Singh passed on the 'Guruship' to the
sikh holy scripture 'Guru Granth Sahib' and claimed
that no Granth or 'Panth' can ever be the guru and only
an individual can be termed a guru. The Namdhari sect
is led by a leader described by its white habit and white
turban sporting followers as 'Satguru'.

We present two more instances of the negative role
being played by this University about the teachings
of the Guru in whose name the university was
founded.
1. Between February 23-25, 2011 this university
held an International Conference on ‘Uniqueness
of Guru Nanak’s Philosophy’. One of the invited
speakers was Dr. Sarjeet Singh Sidhu of Malaysia. This
university has a system of suppressing full expression
of scholars through coercive suggestions. This
conference was no different. This is what Dr. Sidhu
wrote to me:
“Dear S Shergill Ji, Attached are 2 versions of the
Paper I presented at the Amritsar Conference. The 1st
version file is entitled “Original Version…” The 2nd
version is the paper that was finally presented at the
Conference as the original was considered
controversial in some areas. You can choose to print
either version. However please enter the following note
depending on the version you choose: If you choose to
publish the Original version please add this note: [See
the note in the beginning of his article.] We chose to
publish the version Dr. Sidhu intended to present. First
editing appears in the very first paragraph. In the
version that was presented, ‘This paper attempts to
show why his teachings are more a philosophy than
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revelation’ is replaced by ‘this paper attempts to
show why his philosophy is unique’.
When it came to truth speak Guru Nanak did not
mince words. “Nanak, those are real asses, who have
no virtues but are filled with egotistical pride. GGS P.
1246.” Would it not be appropriate for a university
named after him to emulate him?
2. Soon after learning of Dr. Sarjeet Singh Sidhu’s
experience at the GNU I received an email from Prof.
Gurtej Singh titled:
“CONTEMPORARY HISTORY
of burqa-clad historians,
puerile approaches,
sycophantic opinions and
the destruction of Sikh ethos.”
It narrated his experience with GNU’s attempt to
modify his article that he had written at the specific
request of the university; his refusal to do so lead to its
non-publication in the Journal of Sikh Studies.
Intrigued, I asked him to send me the unpublished
article. He did, with the following comments:
“Dear S. Hardev Singh ji, thank you for writing. I
intended to show in that article that the University
named after Guru Nanak is working on an agenda to
misrepresent the Guru. Certain trusted persons, who
appear to constitute a behind the scene censor board
have been apparently appointed to see that the
authentic teachings of the Sikh faith do not filter
through to university publications and to teaching
departments. If my calculation makes sense, this is an
alarming situation. Must not the Sikh people
investigate further to reach at the truth? It has further
far reaching implications that appear to jeopardise the
very existence of the authentic ideals of the Sikh faith
in India”. Regards, Gurtej Singh.
These are our institutions of higher learning and such
are our role model educators!
Prof. Gurtej Singh’s comments that piqued our interest
begin on page 12 of this issue and the article in
question begins on page 19.
Hardev Singh Shergill
*****
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UNIQUENESS OF GURU NANAK’S
PHILOSOPHY: REVELATION OR
PHILOSOPHY?
Sarjeet Singh Sidhu
50, Jalan Bintang, Taman Sunrise, 31400, Ipoh, Perak,
Malaysia
sarjeetsidhu@gmail.com

[This article is the original that was to be presented at
the International Conference on Uniqueness of Guru
Nanak’s Philosophy held at Guru Nanak Dev
University (GNDU) Amritsar, Punjab, India from 2325 Feb 2011 and jointly organised by the Institute for
Understanding Sikhism and the Department of Sikh
Studies of GNDU. It was considered controversial and
so a watered-down version was presented. But the
general substance is essentially the same. The version
presented at the Conference is scheduled to appear in
the Understanding Sikhism, The Research Journal
published from Canada by the Institute for
Understanding Sikhism. SSS.]

ABSTRACT
Guru Nanak’s Philosophy is best gleaned from a study
of his writings and from his actions such as can be
ascertained to be true by historically verifiable
documents. He took a comprehensive view of life: an
approach best encapsulated in the aphorism “Kirt Karo,
Naam Japo, Vand Shakko”. This paper attempts to
show why his teachings are more a philosophy than
revelation. Whilst open to the idea, if sufficient
evidence is adduced, that there is every possibility that
Guru Nanak’s philosophy was totally new, and hence
its uniqueness, it is suggested that no philosophy can be
independent of existing philosophies. It is contended
that the trend of interpreting Gurbani in Vedantic terms
is wrong, and that Dhur ki Bani does not imply a
direct revelation as is frequently suggested. Despite
the discomfort these suggestions will likely cause
amongst the faithful, it is hoped that any disagreement
will be met with reasoned rebuttals.
Introduction
This Conference is set to deal with the uniqueness of
Guru Nanak’s philosophy as evinced from his writings,
embodied in the AGGS [1], as well as from his life
story. I assume that most, if not all, speakers will delve
on this. I will not, therefore, fixate on this, not the least
reason being that I am not sufficiently, much less
authoritatively, conversant with the scriptures.
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Uniqueness
Unique means ‘…being without a like or equal’ [3];
something that is ‘…distinctively characteristic.’ [3] It
has to be kept in mind that it is possible for an idea or
ideology to be unique without necessarily being any
good. This surely is not the uniqueness that the title
implies, and therefore, the uniqueness, if any, must be
good or at the very least neutral when compared to
other faiths.
To say that Guru Nanak’s philosophy is unique is to
say that that his philosophy “…has distinctive
characteristics, that there is no other [philosophy] like
it and that it has no equal. However, the last portion of
the… proposition, ‘that it has no equal’, is likely to be
perceived as presumptuous, if not out rightly arrogant,
and therefore not likely to sit well with non-Sikhs. A
more toned-down proposition would be: “In key
areas, [Guru Nanak’s philosophy] is so distinctively
different from other religions in its approach to Deity
and Mankind, that it can justifiably lay claim to
uniqueness without making claims of being the only
answer.” [6] This latter proposition is actually not just
reasonable but the appropriate way to go.
To justify the claim of ‘uniqueness of Guru Nanak’s
philosophy’ it has to be shown, through the verses in
the AGGS [1], the key areas wherein the philosophy
has distinctive characteristics when contrasted with
other faiths, especially Hinduism and Islam, which
were the predominant religions of Guru Nanak’s time.
Guru Nanak took a comprehensive view of life, of
society and of the need of the individual to have a
positive relationship with the Divine. Keeping in mind
the historical fact that Indian society at that time was
manacled by caste, and the ruling Muslim class
considered all non-Muslims as subordinates, any
attempt at rocking these false foundations was met
with harsh criticism and treatment. But Guru Nanak
was a charismatic religious teacher who took on the
establishment by introducing simple, life-affirming
principles. This approach is best encapsulated in the
aphorism “Kirt Karo, Naam Japo, Vand Shakko”
introduced by him and encouraged and emphasised by
all the succeeding Gurus.
Kirt Karo or honest labour appears a simple and selfevident exhortation to the Sikhs, but it has deep-seated
implications for society at large. The application of
this principle necessitates that a Sikh has to act
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truthfully and to be honest in all his business dealings,
and this, by necessary extension, means subscribing to
good governance, transparency and even-handed
treatment of all with whom one comes in contact during
such dealings. This is a universal principle directed at
all mankind and not just at Sikhs.
Having earned an honest living (wage), a person is
expected to share (Vand Shakko) with his less fortunate
fellow beings and with his Community. Aligned to this
is the Sikh institution of “Langgar” (more accurately
“Guru ka Langgar”), a Community kitchen or the
Guru’s Refectory where all-comers are fed for free. At
such kitchens Sikhs sit in pangat (row/s) without
distinction of caste or social status to share a common
meal prepared in the langgar. This, now rather
obviously simple idea, has to be seen in the context of
the history of the Punjab, and India in general, during
Guru Nanak’s time when people of certain (low) castes
were not allowed to join the others in a meal. This
belief in a caste-based social structure has profoundly
affected Indian history and even today it presents
significant challenges to modern development on that
subcontinent. Guru Nanak broke these shackles of caste
and social standing and he opposed established gender
bias, thereby declaring the equality of all men and
women.
This principle of sharing, Vand Shakko, is further
demonstrated in the Sikh concept of “Dasvandh”
wherein every Sikh is expected to contribute at least
one-tenth of his honestly-earned income to help
alleviate the sufferings of the needy or to contribute to
any similarly worthy cause.
All this amounts to a significant demand of a good
person, on that is not easily met, but one that in Guru
Nanak’s philosophy is a necessary requirement of a just
society; and even this is not quite enough: one is also
expected to do seva, (serve). Seva means ‘Selfless
Service’, i.e. serving the Community without prospect
of recognition or expectation of reward. Many Sikhs do
their seva by washing dishes, cleaning the floors,
serving food, etc. in Gurdwaras. Whilst this is
commendable, seva does not mean just that, and
includes, as it does for many Sikh individuals and
Organisations, performance of seva in hospitals, homes
for the aged, provision of monthly rations to poor
families, helping single mothers to fend for themselves
and other such community services. It should, by now,
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be apparent to many that this will not be an easy
maxim to adopt and fulfil. What sort of individual will
be able to meet these requirements, totally or in part?
The answer lies in “Naam Japo”.
The phrase is well known to all students of Sikhism. It
calls for meditating on the Divine, on remembering
God. Thus, it would be expected that a person whose
mind is on God and His Goodness, will remain in
equipoise, and will (should) thus be a peace-loving and
useful citizen of society. This requirement of a Sikh
ensures that such a person, with the love of God on his
mind and ever remembering Him, will serve Him by
being a good and productive citizen of civil society.
And so this simple sounding aphorism, “Kirt Karo,
Naam Japo, Vand Shakko”, has a very profound effect
on man in making him good. On Page 189 of the
AGGS it is stated:
`With my hands I do His work;
with my tongue I sing His Glorious Praises.
With my feet,
I walk on the Path of my Lord and Master.
It is a good time,
when I remember Him in meditation.
During Guru Nanak’s time (15th – 16th Century)
religious men (women were hardly considered) were
expected to pursue their religious quests as ascetics,
abandoning family and society but nevertheless living
off it. Guru Nanak castigated those who took such an
approach and expected his followers to be just as
religious whilst remaining householders and
functioning as full, productive citizens of society. Such
an approach, now taken for granted, when seen in the
context of the time and the environs in which Guru
Nanak promulgated his philosophy, was bold and farsighted, even if one disputes its uniqueness.
Effectively, Guru Nanak:



broke the chains of the established caste
system (refusing the janeu, establishing langar
in pangat), as well as
treated women as equal partners in the
worship and service of the Faith and the
Community.

Undeniably, Guru Nanak’s philosophy is unique.
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Interpretation
In the past, and even now, much of Sikh scripture has
been interpreted in Vedantic terms and ideas. Not the
least of the reasons is that the verses are written using
Vedantic terminology. But does this mean that the
interpretation has to be in consonance with Vedantic
ideology? If this were true then Sikh teachings /
scriptures cannot really be unique. They can at best be
modifications of existing ideology. This in essence is
what Sikh writers like Devinder Singh Chahal [2] mean
when they insist that Gurbani cannot be interpreted in
Vedantic terms. Chahal says “Guru Nanak promulgated
a unique philosophy that is scientifically and logically
very sound and thus has universal acceptability. His
philosophy is termed as Nanakian Philosophy”. [2].
Given that Guru Nanak’s audience at that time was
mainly Hindu, conversant and familiar with Vedic
teachings, the use of Vedantic terms and imagery must
have been a necessary means for him to explicate his
message to them. Indeed the writings of Guru Nanak
when read in their entirety will confirm that the Guru
was not making any Vedantic assertions; if anything he
was preaching quite the contrary. Thus, the use of such
terminology does not imply that the interpretation of
these verses must be literal and in consonance with
Vedic teachings. The persistence with which the Bani
continues to be interpreted in Vedantic terms is, in my
opinion, in large measure due to the fact that in the
immediate post-Gurus period up till the early 20th
Century our Gurdwaras were under the mahants who
had introduced Hindu practices into the faith. The
infamous Fareedkote wala Teeka (an exegesis on the
AGGS) was the first such major work and it is entirely
(so I am told) Vedantic in its interpretation; it continues
to be used by so many preachers as the basis of their
sermons. Such interpretations cannot ever appeal to
reason, and no thinking person can countenance such
interpretations and yet claim intellectual fidelity. [See
Footnote 1].
Philosophy vs. Revelation / Religion
From the start it is necessary to clarify two issues: What
is philosophy in contrast to religion/revelation and
whether Guru Nanak’s philosophy is different from the
philosophy of the other Gurus and that of the other
contributors.
Without getting into any protracted debate about the
varied definitions of religion/revelation and philosophy
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I will define the differences as are commonly
understood by lay persons. Granted that both religion
and philosophy have much in common and sometimes
overlap, so much so we speak easily of “religious
philosophies”, likely because they often wrestle with
the same questions, like the meaning and purpose of
life, or of our origins, there are nevertheless clear
differences which mark them as two separate systems.
The key differences between the two that are
recognisable by most are:
1. Religions have rituals whilst philosophies do
not.
2. Philosophy employs reason and critical
thinking, promoting its ideas based on rational
arguments, whilst religion relies on faith,
sometimes exclusively, even if occasionally it
too appeals to or tries to appeal to reason.
Philosophers do not accept any authority but
that of their own reason.
The word philosophy is of Greek origin, and means
“Love and pursuit of wisdom by intellectual means
and moral self-discipline” as well as “Investigation of
the nature, causes, or principles of reality, knowledge,
or values, based on logical reasoning rather than
empirical methods” [9] (emphasis added).
The perception of lay persons is illustrated by the
following, taken from a Pakistani forum [11]: A girl
asked “What do you think is Philosophy and Religion?
and what is the difference between them or they just
same”. The response generally tended to be akin to
this one: “Source of religion is divine while the source
of philosophy is the human brain”. And that in essence
is how most people see the difference between the
two: that Philosophy is the consequence of human
reason and thus explains why philosophers do not
accept any authority but that of their own reason,
whilst revelation, for believers, involves a near
dictation-like transmission of the message by Deity.
This makes the two, revelation and philosophy, as
alike as chalk and cheese. Even without elaboration,
the discerning mind will begin to visualise the pitfalls
of asserting either: whether Bani is philosophy or
revelation. So is there a resolution to this conundrum?
Revelation
This brings us to the next question that has to be
resolved: whether Guru Nanak’s writings constitute a
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philosophy or are they revelation. Those who consider
Sikhism to be a revealed religion often point to the
verse:
Jaise meh aave khasam ki bani taisra karun
gyaan ve Laalo which is translated as “"As the
Word of the Lord comes to me so do I proclaim
its knowledge, O Lalo!"
(AGGS, M 1, 722 [1])
Dhur ki Bani is perhaps the most commonly used
phrase to justify that all Bani, as incorporated in the
AGGS, is Divine revelation. “In a discussion on ‘Dhur
Ki Bani’ on the Yahoo Groups “Gurmat Learning
Zone” (GLZ) several experts / scholars were at odds
with one another as to what the phrase means, and
some were accused of denying the special status of
Gurbani (AGGS)… having been transmitted directly
from the Divine”[7] by denying that the phrase is proof
of revelation.
I have given my views on this and presented my
arguments in some detail in my paper, published in
Understanding Sikhism – The Research journal in 2009
[7] but deem it pertinent to reproduce the following
from it:
“Quoting from his work, Life and Work of
Guru Arjan: History, Memory and Biography,
Pashaura Singh (GLZ Message #44242) says
that “Dhur Ki Bani” means "…the divine
utterance from the beginning… the bani is
portrayed as existing prior to the revelation,
since the beginning of creation…” He says that
this “popular expression”, Dhur ki Bani, was
introduced by Guru Arjan (AGGS, M 5, p 628)
[1]:
He also quotes Guru Arjan again in the following verse:
Miharvan maula tuhin ek,
Pir paikambar sheikh
Dilan ka malak kare hak,
Qur'an kateb te pak
AGGS, M 5, p 897 [1]
Referring to the word “hak” in the above mentioned
verse, Pashaura Singh says “In Punjabi culture, the
word ‘hak’ refers to a `direct call' made by a person at
the time of summoning somebody. It faithfully describes
the mode of direct communication in which Vahiguru
reveals himself by uttering the divine Word in the heart,
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mind and soul of the Guru.” Singh says that “Guru
Arjan made the claim to the exclusive status of Sikh
revelation in response to the challenge of
contemporary religious pluralism”. This is submitted
by Pashaura Singh as evidence of the originality of
Sikhism and, presumably, as opposing the contention
of some scholars that Sikhism is a “syncretistic” faith.
He further states: ‘To underline the distinctive Sikh
notion of revelation through direct communication,
Guru Arjan proclaimed:
"I myself do not know how to speak;
I have only conveyed the order of the Lord."
AGGS, M 5, p 763.
This is in line with Guru Nanak's self-understanding of
revelation:
"As the Word of the Lord comes to me
so do I proclaim its knowledge, O Lalo!"
AGGS, M 1, 722 [1].
In any case, the inference drawn from Pashaura
Singh’s view is that “Dhur Ki Bani” was already in
existence since the beginning of creation, is word for
word transmitted by the Guru as “spoken” by God to
him, without an intermediary. This is in contrast to the
case of Islam wherein their tradition says that the text
of revelation was dictated / communicated through an
intermediary, the angel Gabriel.”
This in essence s what one means when one declares
any scripture a revelation.
The verse from page 722 of the AGGS, quoted above,
on the face of it does appear to support the idea that
Guru Nanak says that he proclaims the Bani as it is
“transmitted” to him by God. However the verse is a
part of a long Sabd which appears to be an
eyewitness’s description of the scene after the havoc
wreaked by the invader Babar in 1521. The entire
verse appears to suggest that Guru Nanak was an
eyewitness to the atrocities committed by Babar, to the
inequities visited upon the population by the invader.
Clearly this Sabd cannot be one that was
communicated to Guru Nanak by God; it is his
eyewitness account of the destruction. The verse
should not be read out of context and therefore cannot
be ascribed the meaning that is so often given to that
verse.
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Effectively, therefore, revelation means that God
“TALKS” to the person to whom God reveals
something. Whilst such a concept would have been
easily accepted in the distant past, it cannot sit easy
with any rational being today. So, if Bani is not
In the article [7], based on the discussions on the Yahoo
Forums (Gurmat Learning Zone, GLZ, and Sikh
Diaspora, SD), 3 different views were expressed:
The first view was the one best expressed by Pashaura
Singh (described above) which states that Dhur ki Bani
means that the Bani is an exact copy (the use of
Gurmukhi notwithstanding) of a pre-existing Bani that
is with the Divine.
The second view was that some changes to the
“received” Bani were made by the Gurus, especially by
Guru Arjan to the Bani of the Bhagats and others when
he chose to incorporate some of their writings in the
Granth Sahib. The logical implication of this view is
that the Bani (the entire corpus) we now have cannot be
an “exact copy” of the original (whatever that can
mean) as asserted by the Pashaura Singh view. This
second view accepts that some changes did take place,
but insist that these do not take away the status of the
Bani being Dhur ki Bani.
A third view taken is illustrated by the view of Dr V S
Grewal, where in the Sikh Diaspora Message # 46404
[7] he says: “…with a little common sense one can
imagine that God does not communicate through any
language per se… It simply means that Guru Nanak in
his fourth state of Sehj had some kind of spiritual
experiences… which later on he put in to his own words
and wrote with the addition of his daily practical
experiences of interaction with others like his dialogue
with Sidhas. It is also true with others, whose writings
are included in AGGS.”[7]. [See Footnote 2]
The third view that revelation is not word-for-word but,
in the form of concepts appears to be, in my opinion,
more realistic. It more easily fits into the proposition
that the person “receiving” the Divine message (Guru
Nanak in this case) is merely expressing what he felt
when he had “contact” with the Divine. This expression
of the message, together with his exposure to Nature
and to his environs, complemented by his deportment in
life, constitutes his Philosophy.
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So is Bani revelation? All faiths refer to their own
scriptures as God’s Word or Divine Revelation;
religion is based on revelation. What exactly does this
mean or imply? A conveniently available
definition/explanation, though it’s in reference to
Christianity, applies to other faiths: “Revelation is
supernatural communication from God to man, either
oral or written, though usually restricted to its written
aspect, that is, to the whole contents of Holy
Scripture… All Scripture is revelation…” [10]
When assigning the label ‘Revelation’ to any writing it
is important to remember what exactly it implies: “A
revelation is not something man could know on his
own. It is not something man could arrive at by
logically studying the facts.” [5]. It implies that
revelation can only be made known by something
beyond Man, and here religion posits God.
Pitfalls of calling it Revelation
Given that the Divine is declared to be the Perfect
Being, not admitting to error, to call any scripture a
result of revelation is to declare that it is immutable,
valid for all time, accurate even in its scientific
declarations or references, devoid of any
contradictions, and so on. The pitfalls of such a
declaration are just too many, and to fall into the trap
is to invite doubt at every stage. What sort of Divinity
would it be, given its attributes as expressed by
religion, that cannot express itself unambiguously,
without the need for interpreters, or One that cannot
accurately employ verifiable scientific fact? To
explain away all this, as is so often done, by saying
that God makes revelations according to the
understanding of man in the context of his time and
maturity, is simply to invite more questions.
Notwithstanding the obvious insult to God’s favoured
and best creation, Man, it clearly invites ridicule when
the followers of the faith so adamantly claim that such
revelation is final and for all time, not to mention that
the Perfect Creator appears to have started with an
imperfect construct (Man) in the first place. The
suggestion that scripture is revelation, as generally
understood, is untenable. An unbiased analysis of any
of the revealed scriptures, even by people who think
that their religious truths are derived from such divine
revelation, will easily demonstrate that the ultimate
message as articulated is substantially based on the
experience, observations and reasoning power of the
prophet.
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It is thus more reasonable to accept the proposition that
the scripture (AGGS in our case) is a “religious
philosophy” with emphasis on the latter word.
According to traditional Sikhism Guru Nanak, and the
other Gurus, were beings touched by or inspired by
God; the Gurus uttered the commands of the Divine. If
it is a Philosophy, in contradistinction to Revelation,
how does one, then, import the Divine into this, and
still leave room for a reasonable explanation of the now
obvious errors of scientific fact, without resorting to
some convoluted proposition?
Philosophy
It cannot be that God literally speaks to the recipients of
revelation, whether directly or through a conduit
(angel). In each case the founders of religions will have
had some kind of mystical experience, sometimes
described as a feeling of being in the presence of a
Divine Being, and so felt inspired by this Being, and
thereafter made pronouncements which they must have
felt were necessary to either ‘commune’ with that Being
or necessary to the forging of good society.
If we accept that revelation (scripture) constitutes the
utterances of a Divinely-inspired individual, as opposed
to a dictation by the Divine, the possibility of error of
fact can be entertained. This is especially so in relation
to scientific “facts” in scripture. Such an “inspired”
person, here conveniently called a prophet, may well
have apprehended some profound truths, including
scientific “facts”, but these would have to be
communicated to others through the language, idiom
and metaphor of his time. He would thus be limited by
the available vocabulary, and would have to make the
most of it in expressing his idea or transmitting the
received message; a great deal would necessarily have
to be metaphorical or allegorical, and certainly literal in
many cases. Even if such a prophet was not limited by
what must certainly have been an inadequate
vocabulary, and that he employed the language of his
time with great proficiency to transmit his message and
may have been clearly understood in his time, one
cannot escape the fact that with the passage of time,
owing to evolution of the language itself, the scriptural
verses eventually fall to “interpretation”. This in turn
gives rise to new problems and much controversy
within the community of the faithful.
In relation to spiritual matters believers will have no
difficulty in accepting that the founder’s message is not
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just exceptional but is perfect in its content, for he has
been ‘touched’ by the Divine. Such is the nature of
spiritual matters, being based on faith, that any debate
on the veracity of the claims is futile. But where the
scriptural statements make references to physical
phenomena (science), i.e. where verses allude to
certain “facts” which can now be scientifically
verified, and are now proven to be inaccurate,
believers are hard put to accept the role of the Divine
in the transmission of the message. This is usually
circumvented by allowing for some allegorical
analogy. However, having allowed that this is a
philosophy, with its limitations as outlined above, it is
easy to accept that such pronouncements by the
prophet must have been limited by the available
scientific knowledge and by the (scientifically)
inadequate vocabulary of his time. Such scientific
references in scripture are in most cases either given as
examples of the greatness of the Creator or to explain
some awesome natural phenomenon. Given the
limitations of their place in time, such pronouncements
fall to “interpretation” and “re-interpretation” in order
to bring the scriptural scientific ‘fact’ into line with
current knowledge. This, it is submitted, is neither
appropriate nor necessary. Any accurate reference to
scientific fact in scripture is purely incidental.
Attempts at fitting in scientific facts into revelation,
via reinterpretations, even if plausible, cannot have
been intended as such when the scriptural verse was
first uttered or written.
Pros and Cons of calling it Philosophy
From the point of view of a believer, who accepts
everything on faith alone, calling the writings of Guru
Nanak a philosophy invites problems. This, of course,
is spot on: it does invite some problems.
There are pros and cons to taking such an approach.
The most obvious plus-point is that it makes more
sense and is thus easier to digest as opposed to a
“talking” God. It also allows for plausible explanations
for possible contradictions, or obvious errors, in
relation to what has been seen as scientific fact in
scripture. Further, it makes it easier to accept that
much of what is written may be metaphorical or
allegorical. In fact most scientists actually interpret
scriptural verses keeping this consideration in mind.
Such an approach may be seen by some as intellectual
dishonesty, but is far preferred by many a believer
than a literal interpretation. [7]
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The downside to this is that the Scripture (AGGS in this
case) may not be infallible, and thus certainly not
immutable, as we have been brought up to believe.
Once this infallibility is admitted to, a whole series of
problems will arise; it cannot be God’s Word, for God
or Its Word cannot admit to error. [7]
There will always be some who will see the AGGS as
the immutable Word (Sabd) of God, revelation, which
humans should not question. Others will see it as a
book which contains God’s message, one written by
divinely inspired humans, but nevertheless flawless,
much the way many Christians see the Bible. Still
others have accepted, or sooner or later will, that the
Word is inspired as in the latter case, but will entertain
the possibility that it may on account of the human
writers and their limitations have flaws. The first two
groups will hold their divergent views and will
consistently and completely disagree over the
interpretations of the holy verses, but will nevertheless
be able to sit together. The third group, should it even
try to present its thoughts as no more than an
intellectual exercise, will be mercilessly flayed: such is
the stranglehold of religion on free thought [7]. This
seminar and this paper may well be a test.
When any philosophy is discussed, especially amongst
academicians, the strengths and shortcomings of the
ideas expounded by the philosophy are openly debated.
Once scripture is accepted as a philosophy (as opposed
to revelation) it must invite similar scrutiny. The most
obvious downside of this, from the point of view of one
who believes in its perfection by faith alone, is that the
philosophy, like any other, will be open to logical
discussion and debate, and that will not sit well with
such believers. But should the possibility of identifying
weaknesses in any philosophy be a deterrent to a
discussion?
A Separate Study of Guru Nanak’s Writings
The need to study Guru Nanak’s verses (philosophy)
separately, Nanakian Philosophy as Prof Devinder
Singh Chahal calls it, is necessary in order to ascertain
if all other sacred writings are in consonance with the
spiritual theme of the philosophy; for starters it has to
be assumed that the founder’s religious philosophy was
flawless. This allows, even if for purely academic
purposes, the other writings to be gauged. The obvious
follow-on question that will be raised is: Are you
suggesting that the Bani of the other Gurus, and that of
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the other contributors, as in the AGGS, is different in
its theme? The answer is “No”. Sikh tradition is clear
that Gurus were of similar mind. It is as Daljeet Singh
says: “Guru Granth Sahib stresses that all the Gurus
express a single unified thesis, representing the same
spirit. Guru Gobind Singh has stated that they are all
a unity, and express the same spiritual ideology”. [8]
This means that the philosophy of the other Gurus, as
incorporated in the AGGS, is exactly the same as Guru
Nanak’s philosophy. The same has to hold true for the
rest of the Banis, no matter who the contributors. It
CANNOT be otherwise, not for a true believer, for to
be otherwise will create a whole lot of other problems.
That being the case no one, certainly not the true
believers whose faith in the thematic consistency of all
contributors to the AGGS should stand them in good
stead, can (or should) have any objection to put this
thesis to test.
This study of just Guru Nanak’s writings has another
use to it. Let us assume that after much deliberation /
discussion of just these writings we finally reach an
agreement as to what the philosophy is, and exactly
how each verse written by Guru Nanak is to be
interpreted. Once this is accepted any interpretation
thereafter of all the other Banis, whether by the other
Gurus or other contributors to the AGGS, will have to
be in harmony with Guru Nanak’s philosophy. Again
it cannot be otherwise. Should someone then interpret
the non-Guru Nanak verses in any way that contradicts
his philosophy, such interpretation can be identified as
inaccurate, the error pointed out and he can reinterpret
the verses, using the Guru Nanak’s philosophy as a
touchstone.
But, and here I tread into dangerous territory, what if,
after having understood Guru Nanak’s philosophy and
having accepted the consensus / true interpretation,
there is cause to find that some of the other writings
contradict Guru Nanak’s philosophy? Members of the
other faiths have had to face such dilemmas where one
part of their scripture contradicts another and so on.
Such contradictions have been found by scholars from
within those faiths themselves, by true believers so to
speak. What if we are faced with the same problem?
Should we be afraid of this? Could this be the reason
some believers object to studying Guru Nanak’s
philosophy in isolation, and then attempting to make
comparisons? If so, that would be a poor
demonstration of faith and, worse, a serious fear of the
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truth, to the search of which all men of religion have
committed their lives.
Sikhism: Original or Syncretistic?
Calling Sikhism a syncretistic religion has made Sikhs
bristle, but the statement continues to pop up with
annoying frequency. With some minor variations to the
actual wording, these assertion, in general tend to say
“Historians and specialists in Eastern religions
generally believe that Sikhism is a syncretistic religion,
originally related to the Bhakti movement within
Hinduism and the Sufi branch of Islam, to which many
independent beliefs and practices were added.”
[Footnote 3 a]
In essence they imply that Guru Nanak’s philosophy
was not original, that “Nanak attempted to integrate the
best in Hinduism and Islam into a new inclusive
religion” [Footnote 3 b]
No philosophy can be entirely independent of existing
philosophies. One is almost always influenced to some
degree by what one is exposed to. Thus Guru Nanak
will definitely have been affected by the prevailing
religious philosophies, the main two being Hinduism
and Islam. But is that enough to label Sikhism (Guru
Nanak’s philosophy) syncretistic?
It has also been stated earlier that when Guru Nanak,
after his mystical experience, went on to speak and
write about spiritual matters he was obliged to use the
language that the people were familiar with and the
terminology that was well known to them: that of
Hinduism and Islam. The use of such terminology,
coupled with the fact that Hinduism and Islam were the
two main religions of the region, may have led some
scholars to erroneously label Sikhism as syncretistic.
A dispassionate, objective review of any religion will
show that each was influenced by and built upon the
foundations of others that were known to its founder.
And yet no one refers to them as syncretistic? Why?
Because, as has been stated above, when in key areas, a
religion (philosophy) becomes so distinctively different
from other religions, in its approach to Deity and
Mankind, it can justifiably lay claim to uniqueness, and
to a separate identity. Such is the case with Sikhism.
Such building-up on or being influenced by existing
scripture is evident even in the three Abrahamic faiths,
the Judaeo-Christian-Islamic traditions. Islam, for
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example, recognises the Old Testament prophets, as
well as the central figure of the New Testament, Jesus,
as its own. This does not make it a syncretistic
religion. There is, of course, the difference that in the
case of Islam it simply says that it is the final, correct
revelation which its two predecessors also received but
which was allowed to become corrupted or lost. Such
claim cannot fall into the syncretistic trap, but it does
open up a whole set of other problems associated with
claims of revelation.
Having said that a Philosopher is influenced by his
environs and his exposure to other philosophies, one
other question remains: Did Guru Nanak undertake a
conscious effort to devise the modifications according
to his intellect, or did he write those verses under some
divine influence, almost as an automaton? The answer
to that can perhaps be derived from the two phrases
quoted above (Jaise meh aave khasam ki bani taisra
karun gyaan ve Laalo and Dhur ki Bani aayee...).
Whilst acknowledging that they are not word-for-word
dictations in the sense meant by ‘revelation’, these
phrases clearly show that the Guru was compelled to
utter (write) them following his mystical experience,
almost like a Divine command. It was not a conscious
effort to force any modification so as to integrate the
best in Hinduism and Islam into a new inclusive
religion.
In the case of Guru Nanak’s philosophy there is still
another possibility: this could be an entirely new
philosophy, independent of the old ones, one which
may give a superficial appearance of having been, in
some areas, built upon the old, but with new meanings
so far removed from the old as to be new. Guru Nanak
was an astute observer of Nature; could he have been a
Natural Philosopher? [Footnote 4]
He was a contemporary of Galileo Galilei, a Natural
Philosopher, who said "Philosophy is written in this
grand book, the universe, which stands continually
open to our gaze. But the book cannot be understood
unless one first learns to comprehend the language
and read the letters in which it is composed…” [4]
Galileo was of course referring to mathematics as the
language. But could Guru Nanak, amazed by the
awesomeness of the universe, and attributing it all to
God, have incorporated his mystical experience into
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this new philosophy?
This, however, is an area that can only be explored by
those who have a deep understanding of the AGGS, an
equally deep understanding of Hindu and Islamic
scriptures, and of Natural Philosophy. That,
unfortunately, is not my strength and so I must pass on
drawing any conclusions regarding the issue of a totally
new philosophy, even if I have raised the possibility.
Conclusion
Having markedly different aspects to it, Guru Nanak’s
philosophy is definitely unique when compared with
other religious philosophies. To call it a philosophy as
opposed to calling it revelation not only makes more
sense but is the more likely proposition. This does not
necessarily obviate the influence of the Divine on the
writings.
Sikhism is not a syncretistic faith and Guru Nanak did
not attempt to integrate the best of Hinduism and Islam
to found a new religion. In key areas, Sikhism is
substantially and critically different from the others and
stands out as a separate religious philosophy.
This paper may well raise some issue which will cause
some discomfort amongst those who would accept
everything passed down by tradition even when it flies
in the face of reason. But that is not the intention of the
paper; it is intended to bring out into the open questions
that must arise in the minds of many. As a consequence
of traditional views and interpretations of scripture, in
which the antiquity of the tradition is supposed to lend
it unimpeachable credence, certain dogmas become
elevated to the level of absolute truths and are rigidly
enforced by the zealots of the faith. Any divergent view
or practice is then seen by them as a distortion of the
truth.
Given that this seminar is being held at Guru Nanak
Dev University, and given that Guru Nanak himself
encouraged the use of discriminatory intellect
(bibaek budhi), one has cause to hope that every
view will be intellectually discussed with emotions
taking a back seat.
Footnotes:
1. I am dependant on the views of others, those
familiar with the AGGS, when expressing such
sentiments. Where possible, I have taken it
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upon myself to check out the verses and with
the help of translations verified those views.
They make sense. The same process when
employed on the quoted verses using Vedantic
interpretations make logically unacceptable
reading.
2. It is evident that there is no single, clear or
consistent concept amongst Sikhs themselves
as to what precisely Dhur ki Bani entails.
3. Sources of quotes on Syncretistic Religion:
a. http://www.indiaprofile.com/religionculture/sikhism.htm
b. http://urantiabook.org/archive/readers/
601_sikhism.htm
4. Natural Philosophy is a term applied to the
study of nature and the physical universe that
was dominant before the development of
modern science; it involves the study of nature
in all its various dimensions
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From “A Pakistani Forum : Online Discussion
Community ,
http://www.muziqpakistan.com/board/index.php?showtop
ic=78064
© Copyright Sarjeet Singh Sidhu

*****
CONTEMPORARY HISTORY
Of burqa-clad historians, puerile approaches, sycophantic opinions
and the destruction of Sikh ethos
Gurtej Singh, Chandigarh

Recently I was invited to the Guru Nanak Dev
University. I was to present my views to the
seminarians trying to understand Guru Nanak’s
teachings. It was a very gracious invitation by the head
of the department that could not have been refused.
Just before the seminar began, some students sang the
poem ‘deh shiva bar mohe ihe’. Those who revere it as
the composition of the Tenth Guru believe (against all
available evidence) that Shiva in the verse alludes to
Akalpurakh. Those who know the context and the
meaning explicitly assigned to it in the composition
know that it is another name of Parbati, the consort of
Lord Shiva of Hindu trinity. They, who understand this
much, cannot be seen praying to a mythical being as
worship of Akalpurakh alone is permissible in the Sikh
faith.
I stood up in the worshipful mode as I did not want to
create a scene by walking out or by remaining seated.
Had I known that this would be sung, I would have
come in a little late and saved myself the
embarrassment. Now it became necessary for me to
disassociate myself from the homage to Parbati.
Before beginning my presentation I said words to the
effect: ‘now that the students have started the
proceedings by worship of Parbati, I shall be looking
forward also to a cup of hashish (bhang), Shiva’s
favourite drink.’ It was natural to expect a stimulating
cup as without drinking it no worship of Shiva is
complete.
Then I remembered what the department had done to
my article. I had written an original article on a hitherto
little touched upon theme, namely “Sikh war ethics:
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spiritual inspiration and impact on history.” I also
saw Prof. Shashi Bala Julka, who had been
corresponding with me in connection with that article
written on her invitation. Initially she had liked the
article and had promised several times to publish it.
Eventually some change came about in her attitude
and it was decided that the article in that form should
not be published. Her argument against publishing the
article was that it was ‘controversial’. The argument
was unacceptable as it is the university’s business to
deal with controversies in rational manner.
She had told me that the article had been referred to a
‘Sikh historian’ and that the referee had found it
‘controversial’. She had not named the ‘Sikh historian’
or the sick historian.
My plea was that the article must be published as it
was and the ‘sick historian’ may write to point out the
nature of controversy it raises. I will try to counter the
argument. Thereafter, we must leave it to the scholars
to judge who is right and who is wrong. This
according to me was the only method of resolving
academic controversies.
The ‘sick historian’ perhaps refused to shed his veil
(burqa) of anonymity and the article remained
unpublished—so it remains up to now.
So, seeing Dr. Julka sitting in front of me, I remarked
that I may not pursue Parbati issue further as it may
erupt into a ‘controversy’ which the learned Doctor
disapproves of. According to me, I had settled the five
year old issue in a light-hearted and meaningful
manner. As an aggrieved party, I had the right to say
more, but I did not do so. I found that even this much
could not be tolerated in an academic gathering which
should have been geared to accommodate all kinds of
viewpoints. Dr. Jaswinder Kaur made some sarcastic
mention of it in her presentation. I interpreted those as
mild though fully and wholly unwarranted but said
nothing about it to maintain the decorum.
During the recess I discovered out that the ‘Sikh
historian’ who had given puerile comments about
my article being controversial was none other than
Dr. Kirpal Singh. I also came to know that the
decision to withhold the article was taken by the
entire department of Guru Nanak Studies and not
by Dr. Shashi Bala Julka alone.
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I reproduce the entire correspondence on the subject
below and leave it to the scholars and lay people to
make what they will of it. A few words about Dr.
Kirpal Singh, whom I have known and have closely
observed for several decades, will be found to be in
order by the reader. According to me he is the hatchet
man of the forces inimical to Sikh culture, his
function is to confuse Sikh point of view, to destroy
Sikh ethos and to dismantle the Sikh identity by
challenging all expressions of it based on authentic
Sikh values. He does not pit a rational opinion against
a thesis but an emotional one based on his own warped
understanding of patriotism. He hopes that the
support of the permanent cultural majority will lend
dignity to his feather weight musings. Do we need
enemies when we have such friends!
I may also mention here that I wrote to Dr. Jairup
Singh, the Vice-Chancellor of the University to bring
the matter to his notice. My communication remained
unacknowledged. It has often been observed in
academic circles that our universities were being
controlled by forces that had other interests at
heart. They were understood to be operating under the
influence of dwarfed and amorphous concept of
national interest. Consequently they were making an all
out effort to obliterate the Sikh culture and to ascribe
new meaning to the Sikh scripture in their quest for
uniformity. This perception was based on observation.
Now there appears to be even more tangible evidence
on the subject.
Next week, I will put the article in question on this
blog-spot so that the reader may judge whether it
was worth publishing or not.
DEPARTMENT OF GURU NANAK STUDIES
GURU NANAK DEV UNIVERSITY, AMRITSAR-143005

Dr. Shashi Bala
Head

No.221-272/DGNS
Date 30-1-06
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recognition not only in India but at the international
level also. Besides articles, the journal also includes
book reviews relating to Sikhism and other allied
fields.
You are an eminent scholar in the field of Sikh studies.
Therefore, on behalf of the department of Guru Nanak
Studies, I feel honoured to request you to oblige us by
contributing an article in your specialization for
publication in our journal.
It is requested that the article should be unpublished
before, and references should be placed at the end of
the manuscript. A brief bio-data may also be enclosed
along with your article.
I will feel obliged if you could send your paper
through e-mail or floppy/ CD on MS Word, by the end
of March, 2006.
With regards,
Yours Sincerely
-sd(Shashi Bala)

Tue, 7 Feb 2006 03:16:46 -0800 (PST)
Ref. No. 221-272/DGNS dated 30.1.06
Dear Dr Shashi Bala ji,
Thank you for the invitation to write for your esteemed
Journal of Sikh Studies.
I will be sending my article by about the end of March
on e-mail as required by you.
Regards,
Yours sincerely,
Gurtej Singh
Chandigarh

Respected Prof. Sahib,

Fri, 7 Apr 2006 12:03:17 +0100 (BST)

As you are aware, the Department of Guru Nanak
Studies has been publishing a bi-annual Journal of Sikh
Studies since 1974. It covers a wide range of areas
pertaining to Sikhism viz. religion, philosophy, history,
sociology, art, music and hermeneutics. The journal has
wide circulation and has acquired encouraging

Respected Sir,
Sat Siri Akal!
I am waiting for your article for publication in the
Journal of Sikh Studies as you have promised earlier.
Please send it as early as possible.
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Thanks,
T
W deep reggards,
With
Y
Yours
Sincereely,
S
Shashi
Bala

Guurtej Singh
Chhandigarh

T
Tue,
11 Apr 2006
2
05:26:5
57 -0700 (PDT
T)

Reespected Sir,

D Ms. Shashi Bala Julkaa,
Dear

I am
a sorry to saay that your article
a
on Sikkh War Ethics
is still in the proocess of publication. I couuld not includee
it in the seconnd volume of the Jouurnal of Sikhh
Stuudies as this volume
v
was special
s
issue relating
r
to thee
liffe and martyrddom of Guru Arjan Dev.

Th
hu, 18 Jan 20007 00:14:15 +0000 (GMT
T)

I am sorry forr the delay. I was
w really verry busy.
I hope you will
w like the article. This subject has not
b
been
paid muuch attention to. It may be
b of interestt to
s
scholars.
R
Regards,
Y
Yours
Sincereely,
G
Gurtej
Singh
Sikh_Warr_Code.doc (100k) [Previeew]
T
Tue,
11 Apr 2006
2
05:57:4
45 -0700 (PDT
T)
Please ignoree the earlier attachment
P
a
ass it contains the
r
rough
draft which
w
was in
nadvertently attached duee to
o
operational
errror.
S
Sikh_War_C
Code.doc (70k
k) [Preview]
T
Thu,
11 May 2006 11:26:2
29 +0100 (BS
ST)
R
Respected
Sirr,

I would
w
like to seek your peermission forr publishing iit
in the next issuee i.e. 2007.
With Profound Regards,
W
Yoours Sincerelyy,
Shhashi Bala, G..N.D.U.
Frri, 9 Feb 20077 01:37:44 +00000 (GMT)
Reespected Sir,
I replied
r
to youur e-mail earrlier but got no
n reply from
m
yoour side. Regaarding your article,
a
I may submit that iit
is in the processs and I was waiting
w
for your
y
reply andd
consent to incllude it in thee Journal of Sikh Studiess,
20007.

I am sorry I could
c
not rep
ply you earlier due to interrnet
p
problem
at my
m home as well
w as at offi
fice. Now I have
h
s
seen
and downnload the attaachment. I am
m very gratefuul to
y for your positive
you
p
respo
onse to my leetter and hopee to
g the similar cooperatio
get
on from youu in future also.
a
Y
Your
valuablee research paaper is preserved for the next
n
issue of the joournal i.e. in Aug. as the previous
p
one has
a
already
been sent in the press.
p
I deeplly regret for the
d
delay
due to thhe failure of internet
i
system
m.

With due apoloogy, I alreaddy replied thaat in the firsst
W
isssue of the joournal, we coould not incllude it as thee
jouurnal was alreeady sent to the
t press. Thee second issuee
waas special isssue on Gurru Arjan Dev' Life andd
Martyrdom andd another Jouurnal Perspecttives on Guruu
Grranth Sahib inncludes articlees relating to the themes oof
Thhe Scripture.

Thanks and with
T
w
profoun
nd regards. Shashi,
S
Deptt of
G
Guru
Nanak Studies,
S
GND
DU, As
W
Wed,
10 Jan 2007 19:04:4
47 -0800 (PST
T)
D Dr. Shasshi Bala ji,
Dear

Duue to the aboove stated reaasons, the artiicle could noot
be published so far. As thee theme of your
y
article is
moost relevant, I would likee to seek youur permissionn
to include it in the next issuue, if you haave not sent iit
forr publication anywhere. I used to readd your articles
in the Sikh Revview.

I am interesteed in knowing whether yoou could publish
m article on Sikh War Etthics. If it is published,
my
p
coould
y please lett me know thee details of the publication?
you

Hooping to get your cooperaation for the disseminationn
off Sikh perspeective of phillosophy and religion, andd
waaiting for youur consent.

R
Regards,

W deep regards,
With
K. T. F. of N. A. Inc. 35224 Rocky Ridge Way,
W El Dorado Hillls, CA. 95762
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Shashi Bala, G.N.D.U. Amritsar.
Fri, 9 Feb 2007 01:54:01 -0800 (PST)
Dear Dr. Shashi Bala ji,
The article was written for your journal. It has not been
sent to anyone else. The Sikh Review is publishing my
translation of Panth Parkash. You may publish the
article sent to you in the Journal.
Regards,
Gurtej Singh
DEPARTMENT OF GURU NANAK STUDIES
GURU NANAK DEV UNIVERSITY, AMRITSAR-143005

No.361/G.N.S
Dr. Shashi Bala
Head

Date 9-4-07

Respected Sir,
As you know, the Journal of Sikh Studies is a referred
Journal. Your article entitled ‘Sikh War Codes:
Spiritual Inspiration and Impact on history’ was sent to
the referee approved by the Vice Chancellor and the
details for modification as suggested are attached
herewith. I hope you won’t mind to change the article
accordingly.
With regards
Yours Sincerely
-sd(Shashi Bala)
Gurtej Singh
742, Sector-8
Chandigarh-160008
DEPARTMENT OF GURU NANAK STUDIES
GURU NANAK DEV UNIVERSITY, AMRITSAR

Report of referee regarding publication of research
paper in the Journal Journal of Sikh Studies
1. Name of the Paper: SIKH WAR CODES:
SPIRITUAL INSPIRATION AND IMPACT ON
HISTORY
2. Whether accepted/rejected/revised: SHOULD BE
REVISED BEFORE PUBLICATION
3. If accepted:
a) to be published in original form: NO
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b) to be published in modified form: YES
c) Details for the modification: SEPERAE SHEET
ATTACHED
(attach sheet if necessary)
d) Broad comment about the paper: SEPERAE
SHEET ATTACHED
(attach sheet if necessary)
1. DETAILS FOR THE MODIFICATION
The first para of the article as cited above either be
deleted or reconstructed. Guru Nanak, the founder of
Sikhism inculcated in his followers the spirit of fight
against tyranny and injustice and defend the weak and
downtrodden. He is considered Prophet of Peace who
wanted reconciliation between the warring Hindus and
Muslims. It would be inadvisable to associate Guru
Nanak with War Code whatsoever. Similarly, Guru
Arjan’s hymn quoted in the first para referred to
above, is a description of struggle against five evils in
our body viz Kaam, Krodh, Lobh etc. He does not
refer to any external enemy because he says ‘Sagal
Sang Humko Ban Ayee…’ Association of war code
with his hymns is not proper.
On pages 4, 7and 8 there are references to
Operation Blue Star and Jarnail Singh
Bhindranwala. His role in the Operation Blue Star
is controversial so it would be better to avoid it.
On page 7, it has been stated that Indian Govt.
claimed that they have burnt the Sikh reference
Library which is not correct. The Govt. has never
claimed to have burnt the library. There is no
question of deliberate burning of the library. The
library was burnt no doubt but why—is not known.
It would thus be better to delete all these references
from the article.
Wed, 18 Apr 2007 05:07:46 -0700 (PDT)
From: Gurtej Singh,
# 742 Sector 8,
Chandigarh- 160009
To: Dr. Shashi Bala
Head
Department of Guru Nanak Studies,
Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar.
April 18, 2007
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Dear Dr. Shashi Bala ji,
Many thanks for your letter No. 361/GNS dated April
9, 2007. I am very glad that you have finally decided to
spell out your objections to my article written on your
kind invitation. I am not sure the objections raised by
the anonymous referee whose opinion you sought, are
valid or precise. I propose to deal with them as
follows:
1A). The referee says, ‘Guru Nanak was a prophet
of peace and he cannot be said to have had political
concerns.’ Politics is very much a part of human life
and the situation has been that way since the dawn of
civilization. Humankind is moved through politics and
for that reason many momentous social and economic
changes have come about through the instrumentality of
politics. Destinies of nations have been profoundly
affected by politics. Every prophet and incarnation
including our own Buddha, Ram and Krishna have been
preoccupied with politics. The same is true of
Sumerian, Semitic and Graeco-Roman gods, prophets
and figures of eminence all over the world. If any
change has to be brought about in the ways of humans
and if an attempt to establish permanent peace has to be
made, it has to be done through politics. A prophet who
wishes to establish ‘Ramrajya’ has of necessity to resort
to war. Sri Ram, the incarnation of Vishnu had started
fighting wars in his childhood and continued doing so
till the very end of his human existence. The same is
true of Sri Krishna. The same is true of Brahma,
Vishnu, Shiva, Durga and Indra. They are known to be
armed (some to the teeth); they promoted conflict, took
sides in the battles and adorned battlefields as warriors.
All the time they had the idea of establishing peace
nearest to their hearts. Prophet Muhammad’s religion is
all about peace as the very name Islam suggests; yet he
fought wars and made Jihad compulsory for believers.
Moses not only led his flock in war but is on record as
claiming that God Himself fought for his army. All the
time he was leading the Jews to peace and prosperity.
Jesus Christ the ‘prince of peace’ as his followers call
him, had deep-rooted social and political concerns. The
scholars are now piercing the wall of propaganda built
around him by twenty centuries of all out effort by the
Church, to discover that he was perhaps the leader of a
local sect engaged in resisting the Roman Empire by
violent means (see the Dead Sea Scrolls). It is recorded
that he overturned the tables of the money changers
thus resorting to reform by violence. All his
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companions at the Last Supper were armed and one is
reported to have cut off the earlobe of the governor’s
minion with his sword. His statement that he had come
to promote conflict and to bring about warlike
conditions in every family he came in contact with, is
a part of the New Bible. His authentic image takes care
of his social concerns which are reconcilable with his
image as a prince of peace as in the case of almost
every other prophet or incarnation in human history.
Why does your University think that such
reconciliation, in the case of Guru Nanak, is
impossible?
1B). By pretending to promote Guru Nanak
exclusively as prophet of peace, your University is
trying to defame his successors who organized the
Sikhs to resist tyranny. The Sikhs, the Guru Granth,
and all Sikh theologians believe that all the Gurus
were one and preached the same doctrine. To this
school of thought all the Gurus remain ‘princes of
peace’ and their resistance to violence remains till
today the only method of establishing peace. Bertrand
Russell and M. K. Gandhi had no peaceful answer to
the violence unleashed by Hitler. Gandhi even
contemplated suicide on seeing that his hollow notions
about non-violence were not adequate to meet
everyday problems arising in the world. Lord Wavell
has recorded that he was for establishing peace in
Kashmir by sending in the Indian army to counter
occupation by forces loyal to Pakistan. He also did not
care if human blood flowed in rivers provided the
British made an immediate retreat from India. Anyone
who does not believe that superior violence is required
to meet aggression and assault on human dignity,
would be running the risk of being called
‘intellectually challenged.’ This is the lesson of all
history.
1C). Rabindranath Tagore was awarded the Nobel
Prize in return for his help in curbing the Punjabi and
Bengali violent resistance to the British rule in India.
He travelled all the way to San Francisco to tell the
Ghadarites to stop violence against the British colonial
power. He was severely and effectively chastised by
the freedom fighters. It was in an attempt to deflect the
Sikh movement from its true moorings that he
invented the theory of one or two Gurus having broken
off from the peaceful path of Nanak. True patriots
(though I disapprove of earth bound patriotism) and
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genuine scholars have all along considered this to be no
more than a lap dog performance by an imperialist
stooge. It constitutes a low grade attack on another
culture. Gandhi adopted Tagore’s thesis and went ahead
to preach hatred of the Sikhs and their Gurus. To the
best of my knowledge, this is not the ideology that
the Guru Nanak University was founded to preach.
1D). Guru’s faith is not about ‘interiority,’ in spite
of what McLeod and his anthropologist followers
have to say on the subject. There are many scholars,
including historians and theologians whose books your
university and other universities have published, who
are clear that Guru Nanak had deep-rooted social,
economic and political concerns. Some of them got
together to propound the ‘Guru’s Miri-piri system’ as
Daljit Singh called it. Noel Q. King is asking ‘how did
interiority lead to the promulgation of the Order of the
Khalsa and how did their teachings inspire people to
become the makers of history?’ This is the position
today and the Sikhs are making history even at present.
Dr. J. S. Grewal (your own erstwhile head of the
History Department and the ex-Vice Chancellor) is
aware that the Kabirpanthis, Ravidasis, followers of
Mirabai and host of other sects and denominations
never intervened in history and remain confined to
their ‘interiority’ and oblivion. Guru Arjan was not
talking about enemies inside the self alone. He was also
preparing his people to challenge the tyrant in the
mundane world. His asking his followers to get familiar
with horses was not about ‘interiority,’ but had
something to do with cavalry. His asking his son and
the successor Gurus to maintain a permanent force of
2200 horses was not about muttering the name of God
but was about meeting the tyrant on the field of battle.
It is preposterous to hold that social and political
concerns were not an integral part of Guru Nanak’s
thought. The Department of Guru Nanak Studies is
distorting Sikhi if it is teaching such stuff. My own
formulation on the subject (“Political ideas of Guru
Nanak,” pp.61-72) is a part of a book published by the
Punjabi University (Recent Researches in Sikhism, (Ed.
Jasbir Singh Mann et. al, 1992).
1E). Your referee’s interpretation of the hymn of
Guru Arjan is by no means final. For one, Jehangir
did not accept it and the Guru faced martyrdom. That
should be proof enough of its true nature. The historian
Ganda Singh and the theologian Teja Singh in their A
Short History of the Sikhs also differ with your referee.
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There are others too, some of whom are mentioned in
the previous paragraph. Recently, I read a keynote
address at the Punjabi University where some scholars
from your university were also present. It was
regarding the martyrdom of Guru Arjan and I
propounded my thesis more cogently. It has been
deemed worth a consideration by several eminent
historians and interpreters of the scripture.
2A). I hope your referee is talking about Sant Jarnail
Singh in his second paragraph. Sant Jarnail Singh is a
well known personality and a person accepted as one
of the greatest martyrs of the Sikh faith, by many Sikh
and non-Sikh scholars. It is not proper to use his name
without the epithet ‘Sant.’ Your referee should get it
clear that he was not the only Sant in human history to
have defied the might of an empire on the battlefield.
I have been watching the recent happenings in the
Punjab from close quarters. I have enough inside
knowledge about what transpired. For the sake of
truth, I must write what I have witnessed and known
through eyewitnesses. There is nothing controversial
about what I have written about the Sant. It is an eye
witness account that has to be recorded for posterity.
If, however, someone considers it ‘controversial’ let
him present what s/he considers to be his or her side of
the controversy. That will provide the future historians
with material to formulate their own views. Why
should a university want to avoid mention of recent
events and why should it dub them as controversial?
Contemporary history is a very respectable discipline
and countless books appear on the subject every day in
today’s world. The Iraq war has been discussed in
hundreds of books all over though it is still happening.
Besides, the thesis I am proposing in my article, must
of necessity mention the Sant to show that a certain
ancient tradition is current in the contemporary Sikhs
society. It is an integral part of my thesis.
3A). Your referee has not understood the relevant
paragraph on page 7 of my article in proper
perspective or I have not been able to make myself
very clear to him. There are two views about the Sikh
Reference Library, one is that it was burnt up and the
second is that it was carried away by the invading
forces. The government claims that it was burnt. There
is no doubt about that. I have discussed the matter with
more than one Prime Ministers of India. I know the
official government position as well as the factual. Mr.
Chandra Shekhar offered to return to the Sikhs the
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contents carried away by the army. The remark quoted
by your referee is to be read in that context.
3B). There is little doubt that a portion of the Sikh
Reference Library was burnt by the invading army. It
was burnt much after neutralizing resistance from the
Darbar Complex. There was an army man in every
square inch of the Darbar Complex when it was burnt.
The library was in the ground occupied by the Indian
army and anyone who has been to a field of battle
knows how the occupying forces behave in such a
situation; that the invader’s desire to destroy the culture
of the (temporarily) disadvantaged people is also well
known. You know what Shankracharya did to
Buddhist universities, libraries and shrines. You
also know what Aurangzeb and his kind do to Hindu
cultural monuments when their turn came. The lies
that such people later invent to cover up their brutality
and barbarity are also well known. In the case of attack
on the Darbar, such behaviour has been well
documented and analysed. Many lies have been nailed
by other departments of the government itself. What I
have written in this context is based on facts as I
best know them.
Lastly, for many weighty doctrinal stances of universal
validity connected with the Sikh faith and for many
reasons rooted in the most considered philosophical
premises known to all societies, I do not subscribe to
the theory that your referee is asking me to comply
with. Universities all over the world constitute forums
where thought flows free and unchecked. Your
University wants me to subscribe to a thought that all
reason and understanding beckon me to repel with all
the force at my command. I am not a party to those at
your University who are carrying on relentless
propaganda to denigrate Sikhi, to defame the Sikh
Gurus and to detract from the thesis presented in the
Guru Granth. I resisted, Piar Singh, the earlier
spokesman of such evil forces and a stooge of the Eurocentric foreign scholars. I write only to share the truth
as I have known it and not to take sides with a people
forming this or that gang constituted with the intention
of imposing its views on others. How on earth, can I
change my views, just to suit the requirements of your
Journal; just to see my name in print?
The people of the Punjab are paying through their
nose to sustain the University you teach at. They are
also paying for the Journal that you publish. They
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do so in the hope that you will promote their
culture and not undermine it at the behest of long
dead perverted poets and political leaders
completely disoriented from reality. The people’s
interest and that of the truth is best served if many
differing thoughts interact allowing the student to
examine the worth of each and to support either one or
more of them. That interest is paramount. I therefore
request you to publish the article as it is and let others,
who wish to do so, contest its formulations. I will
defend my thesis on the basis of the truth as I perceive
it. It is not a matter of using this or that word here or of
replacing a sentence with another more palatable to the
referee appointed by you. Much more is involved.
I must also remind you that I wrote the article for you
on your very graciously worded invitation. I would not
have sent it for publication in the Journal of Sikh
Studies but for you asking me to do so. My views are
well known in the small circle of my friends. No one
has ever asked me to change them to suit the
designs of a rival culture and the political needs of
a ruthless group of neo-imperialists.
With kindest regards and all good wishes
Yours sincerely,
(Gurtej Singh)
Copy to the Vice chancellor Guru Nanak Dev
University with a request to intervene and to see
that the professor does not intimidate scholars in
future in the manner she is doing now.
Thu, 21 Jun 2007 07:23:12 +0100 (BST)
Respected Sir,
The copy of the Journal of Sikh Studies Vol.xxxi,
2007 is ready for publication in the press. As I
mentioned earlier, your article needs a little
modification as suggested by the external referee who
himself is a Sikh historian and retired Prof of Sikh
History. Your article is really appreciative being a
detailed exposition of Sikh War Code and its spiritual
inspiration and its impact on History. I sincerely wish
to include it in the Journal but with due apology, again
request you to allow a minor modification in the article
as we cannot ignore the suggestions of the referee.
Hope to get a positive reply from your side.
With profound regards,
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Yours Sincerely,
Shashi
Prof. & Head,
Deptt of Guru Nanak Studies
G.N.D.U, Amritsar.
*****

THE SIKH WAR CODE, ITS SPIRITUAL
INSPIRATION AND IMPACT ON HISTORY

July-August 2011

nature of evil that was to be overcome in the
process. It is possible to trace all this in the
utterances of Guru Nanak. Succeeding Gurus and
other holy persons (bhagta), whose word was
accepted as part of the final Sikh scripture, appear
to be in accord with the Guru’s thought. Therefore
it is pertinent to recall the conduct of Sikh armies
and soldiers engaged in actual warfare, with a view
to knowing the extent to which the rules, so
meticulously codified, were followed.

Gurtej Singh, Chandigarh
[This paper was presented to the Guru Nanak University
for publication in response to their invitation. It was not
published because the University did not accept that
Guru Nanak had political concerns. This was the primary
objection. My view, strengthened by this episode, is that
certain people in our universities are succumbing to the
diktat of the permanent cultural majority to bring Sikhi
within the ambit of previously prevailing culture. In my
opinion this cultural aggression needs to be resisted]

1. It was Guru Nanak who laid down the basic rules
that must govern the waging of war by his disciples.
Besides pointing ut the code of conduct in conflicts,
he also spoke about the mental equipment, spiritual
training and self discipline of a soldier. He is again
the one who defines what makes conflict legitimate,
the extent to which it is to be pursued by individual
soldiers and armies and the purpose to be achieved
by waging war. He talks of brave knights and
martyrs being honoured at Akalpurakh’s Court
(tithe jodh mahabal soor). Bhai Gurdas, one of his
earliest biographers, calls the Guru a ‘roaring lion’
and a ‘conquering hero.’ He goes on to
commemorate him in a ballad composed in the form
of a Vaar that is normally employed to eulogise
knights and to immortalise battles and victories. The
ideal human of Guru Arjun’s concept is
‘Akalpurakh’s champion.’ (haun gosain ka
pehalwanra) The mental and physical training
required of a spiritually developed person is aimed
at imbibing the attributes of God which the Guru
has revealed. The incessant striving to acquire these
virtues and making them a part of individual
character is defined as salvation. Thereafter, always
standing up for the implementation of the Divine
Will, as revealed in the Guru’s word, is all that
remains to make salvation an eternal reality. Of the
greatest importance, perhaps, is also the method by
which salvation is to be achieved as well as the

2. In the opening verse of Guru Granth, Guru Nanak
lays down, amongst others, the three most important
attributes of the Creator that went a long way in
motivating his followers’ conduct during war. These
are: ‘The Ultimate Reality is 1,’ S/He is fearless and
has no enmity.’ The use of the numeral is deliberate
and is meant to convey absolute oneness. ‘It is not my
one God’ that the Guru believed in but the only
One for all creation. The effect of this belief
translates into fearless combat in battlefield and
humane treatment of the defeated. Guru Nanak’s ideal
devotee of the Divne is one who is so ‘enthusiastic’
about playing the ‘game of love’ that he is prepared to
stake his life in the venture (to ‘carry his head on the
palm of his hand.’) A person must think nothing of
making the ultimate sacrifice while walking on the
spiritual path. (je tau prem khelan ka chaou sir dhar
tali gali mori aao).
3. The Guru expects his followers not to shirk battle
for a worthy cause. The cause has been defined
clearly. It is the Creator’s Will that absolute justice
should pervade all human institutions, that everyone
must enjoy the freedom of worship and to preserve
ones human dignity. This is the basis of the Sikh
political thought in Guru Granth. Akalpurakh
disapproves of oppression (har jio hankar naa
bhaaviee) born of impulse of aggression. In his
Babarvani verses, Guru Nanak expounds the theory
that it is necessary for a spiritually oriented person to
physically resist evil-doers. He denounces the Lodhis
who failed to protect the women of Hind and its
culture. The conclusion is that the devotees who strive
for spiritual progress must resist oppression to express
their love for Him. Physical resistance to evil is
therefore necessary for a person having spiritual
aspirations. This is the ‘righteous cause’ that must be
pursued ‘to the point of courting martyrdom (mar se
mansa sooria hak hai je hoe marahe parvano).’
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Defining the righteous cause more explicitly, Guru
Arjun told Adit Soini, ‘while engaged in battle,
contemplate on Akalpurakh, Who destroys evil-doers;
fight an ethical battle on behalf of the oppressed poor.’1
The same idea is contained in the verses of Kabir
included in the scripture. ‘Truly brave is one who fights
for the deprived,’ says the Bhagat. (soora so pehchanie
jo lare deen ke het). While engaged in this pious duty,
the battlefield must never be abandoned. (purja purja
kat marai kbhun na chhade khet).
4.
We learn from literature other than the scripture
that the succeeding Gurus blessed professional soldiers
and encouraged them to develop the right kind of
attitude towards warlike engagements. Guru Angad, the
second Nanak, for instance, laid down an important rule
of warfare when he told a military-man Mallu Shahi,
‘do not initiate a quarrel with any one. If a battle is
imposed upon you, do not give thought to whether you
are well or ill equipped, enter the fray.’2 While wanton
aggression is never justified, it is immoral to avoid war
‘at any cost.’ But even when engaged in battle, the allimportant discipline to conform to is that there should
be no violence at heart. Guru Arjun advised Tiloka
Suhar, who was a soldier in the Mughal army, ‘do not
be violent at heart but remain steadfast in your
profession of a soldier'.3 Guru Hargobind, the Sixth
Nanak, fighting a ‘to the finish duel’ with the Mughal
commander Painda Khan on the battlefield, would not
strike first or in anger. Mohsin Fani recalls an incident
in which the Guru warded off an attacker and while
dealing him a fatal blow calmly observed, ‘this is how
the sword is wielded.’ He did not forget his primary
duty of a teacher even in those grim circumstances. The
related injunction is also derived from the famous letter
Zafarnamah (in Persian), supposedly written by the
Tenth Guru to Aurangzeb. The oft quoted couplet is to
the effect, that ‘when all peaceful strivings is of no
avail, righteousness it is then to grasp the sword’. These
sermons, prescriptions and acts became the basis of the
firm stipulation that weapons were not to be taken up in
anger or with aggressive intent and only in the last
resort. They are reflected in the Rehatnamas put
together by devoted Sikhs much later.4 In the Guru’s
eyes nothing makes the cause more worthy than the
taking up of weapons only when every other possibility
of getting justice is exhausted.
5. This attitude to war also implies humane treatment
of prisoners of war, the injured, those who give up
confrontation, non-combatants and the slain. The Tenth
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Nanak, Gobind Singh specifically forbade the
massacre of fleeing enemy. This injunction is based on
the Sikh doctrine, that that there is no ‘other’ among
humans, as all derive origin from the same divine
entity, the common Father/Mother of all. (na ko bairi
nahi begana sagal sang ham ko ban aiee: sab ko meet
ham apna keena ham sabhna ke sajan). It further says
that evil is the result of misconception and wrong
orientation of the human mind. People are intrinsically
good, not bad. Once they abandon evil ways or cease
to support evil causes, they must not be molested. Qazi
Nur Muhammad records, `they never kill a retreating
foe.’5 Karl Marx thinks that the Sikhs failed to
consolidate their victory over the British at Mudki on
December 21, 1945 because they would not attack a
defeated
foe.6
6. An application of the rule relating to prisoners of
war is documented again and again. George Forester
records that the Afghan Prisoners of War were
compelled to clean the mess they created at the shrine
at Amritsar. But, “the Sikhs – set bounds to impulse of
revenge and though the Afghan massacre and
persecution must have been deeply imprinted on their
minds, they did not, -- destroy one prisoner in cold
blood.”7 Rattan Singh Bhangu’s father Rai Singh
participated in a battle against Jahan Khan, the Afghan
Governor of Sarhind, ‘in the middle of November
1763 CE.’ Rattan Singh has constructed the incidents
that happened on the battlefields on the information
received from his father. He says, `the Singhs did not
attack the enemy soldiers who abandoned their
weapons. They sought no revenge for they were the
personification of mercy.’8 When, after a duel with
Guru Hagobind, Painda Khan, who was lying mortally
wounded, repented, the merciful Guru took his head
upon his lap and shielded the sun from his eyes saying,
‘Painda it is time to repeat the ‘kalmia.’ Painda Khan
was overwhelmed by the gesture. His last words were,
‘now Guru, your sword has become my kalmia.’ In a
battle against the King of Kahlur in about 1711 CE,
the Sikh commander in chief Banda Singh Bahadur,
issued a military order, ‘do not pursue a retreating
soldier.’ At the conclusion of the same battle, Sikh
soldiers dug graves and buried the thirteen hundred
dead since now they were beyond enmity.9 This
tradition dates at least from the time of Guru Gobind
Singh who ordered a decent burial for the dead enemy
after the battle of Mukatsar. The Sikh Commonwealth
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faced the greatest danger from Maulvi Sayyid Ahmed
Brailvi who, with the British support, led a Jehad
against it (1831CE). His head was cut off by a Sikh
soldier who presented it to Kanwar Sher Singh. He
searched for the Sayyid’s body, retrieved it from the
battlefield, wrapped it in an expensive shawl and called
a Maulvi to perform the last rites according to the
Islamic custom. All his dead companions were
honourably buried. Their leader received state
honours.10
7. Guru Gobind Singh, encouraged medical treatment
of the injured enemy, even in the field of battle. He
went to the extent of organising a volunteer force
headed by Bhai Kanheyia, in the closing years of the
17th century to pursue this injunction. A section of the
Sikhs who continue with Bhai Kanheya’s work of
serving others, are organised today as Sewapanthis.
8. In the above mentioned battle “Jahan Khan himself
took to flight. All his camp equipage, relatives and
dependants fell into the hands of the Sikhs. ‘But as the
Sikhs of old would not lay their hands on women,’ says
Ali-ud-Din, ‘they sent them safely to Jammu.’11 The
wife of Jahan Khan was amongst the captured and it
was on her wish that safe journey to Jammu was
arranged. A little later, Sarbuland Khan the military
commander of Rohtas was defeated and captured by
Sardar Charhat Singh. “He was – treated with respect—
as a highly placed Afghan official and as an uncle of
Ahmed Shah. He was so pleased with the kindness he
received at the hands of the Sardar, that he offered to
serve under him as a governor if Charhat Singh were to
proclaim himself a king. [Charat Singh informed him]
‘kingship is already bestowed upon us by the Guru.’
[The prisoner was] allowed to return to his country.”12
9. Ideally from the Sikh point of view, warfare is a
voluntary activity born of intense personal conviction.
It is in this context that the war cry of ‘jo bole so nhal,
sat siri akal,’ (‘every felicity is to him who volunteers
to join up on hearing the cry of battle being waged for
the cause of the Deathless’) becomes meaningful.
Nothing illustrates this point better than the history of
celebrated martyrs like Bhai Tara Singh Wan, Gurbaksh
Singh Nihang and others. According to Rattan Singh
Bhangu, before the final battle in which death was
assured, Tara Singh told his companions that those who
wanted to escape could do so. Several went away. He
also wrote to those who had promised to share with him
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their last moments on earth of which, at least three
came, joined him and eventually died along with him
the next day. Shah Muhammad, recording the
happenings relating to a crucial battle of the AngloSikh war, recalls the resolve of the Khalsa army to the
effect, ‘now it is the privilege of the Khalsa to lead a
frontal attack. Let not the poor (those who have joined
the army for earning livelihood,) be pushed to the
front.’ (kalghidhar de khalse hun hon moohre, agge
hor garib na dhakkanai jee). In many other situations
similar conduct of the Sikh soldiers has been noted. In
his last battle with the Indian army, Sant Jarnail Singh
Khalsa in his characteristically humorous way, told
those around him, ‘it appears that at dawn we must
make the last sortie. Death is assured. Those who
desire to live are welcome to escape. Don’t say
afterwards that this saadh propelled us into the jaws of
death (pher na akhio es saadh ne sanoo marva ditta).’
Those who wanted to go were allowed to depart
amicably. The writer of these lines has met at least
four persons who had escaped after this
pronouncement.
10. ‘Totally devoted ones boldly face battle but the
uninitiated run away from conflict,’ says the Guru
Granth. (daage hoe so ran meh joojhai bin dage bhag
jaee). This sentiment is echoed in the Rehatnamas, is
prominent in the conduct of Sikh soldiers and has been
mentioned by historians throughout the ages.13 That
the Sikh soldier took his spiritual commitment
seriously is also borne out by accounts of the Anglo—
Sikh wars.14
11. Steadfastness in battle became the hallmark of the
Sikh soldier. Sikh religious discipline prescribes that
when he is fighting for Truth as he knows it, there is
not an inch of the field that he can yield. (purja purja
kat marai kabhoon na chhade khet). This was the
tradition. Gurbaksh Singh Nihang faced the whole
army of Ahmed Shah Abdali with just thirty
companions. Of him and his companions, Bhangu says
that they all died while advancing towards the enemy.
He says the same of the forty martyrs of Muktsar who
all fell while advancing in defence of the Guru. After
the battle, the Guru assigned them honour after
counting the steps that they had advanced from the
central point of battle. Karl Marx instinctively knew
that in the Khalsa armies, the British people were
facing a different kind of a soldier. He thinks the
British commander-in-chief’s “asinine stupidity” was
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responsible for the defeat of the British forces at
Pherushahar. “Gough imagined he could do anything to
the Sikhs, in the same way as to the easily frightened
Hindus of the South, by charging them with
bayonets.”15 J. D. Cunningham who was present on the
battlefield during the Anglo-Sikh wars observed about
the British cavalry charge, “nor was it until the mass
had been three times ridden through that the Sikhs
dispersed. The charge was timely and bold; but the
ground was more thickly strewn with the bodies of
victorious horsemen than of the beaten infantry. The
true Sikh was not easily cowed.”16
12. The earliest time to which the existence of a fully
developed Sikh war code is traceable is the time of
Guru Gobind Singh. Bhai Santokh Singh, who did a
considerable amount of research to write his popularly
known Suraj Prakash, is certain that there existed a
written code of conduct for the Sikhs participating in
war. He refers to it as gurshastra. He specifically refers
to one of its provisions, namely, that women were not
to be molested under any circumstances. In this context,
and as a measure particularly relevant to wartime
situation, members of the Order of the Khalsa were
forbidden to have intercourse with Muslim women as
Muslims were the main enemies they were fighting at
that time and their women were most likely to fall into
the hands of the Khalsa. A conversation on the question
of the ban is reported to have taken place between Guru
Gobind Singh and a group of Sikhs. ‘All the Sikhs
assembled together to ask the ‘source of all values’.
Their question was: ‘the Turks routinely rape women of
Hind. Sikhs would be doing well to avenge this. Why
does the Guru’s code (gurshastra) prohibit molestation
of women? Then, at that time, the True Guru spoke
thus; I want the panth to scale (new moral) heights. I
will not condemn it to depths of degradation.’ It appears
that these precepts were duly formally codified and
strict adherence to them was stipulated as the Guru’s
wish – the strongest of all sanctions for a believing
Sikh. Bhangu mentions that Banda Bahadur, appointed
commander-in-chief of the Sikh forces by the Guru,
used to repeat his general orders on the battlefield by
the beat of drums everyday. One order that was
repeated daily was, ‘nobody is to touch ornaments on
the person of a woman. Similarly, no man is to be
divested of the clothes worn by him. More particularly,
a person’s turban was not to be removed.’17 Of course,
it all started with Guru Nanak’s deep anguish and
distress over the rape of the women of Hind by the
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invading armies of the Mughal Babur as depicted in
the babarvani verses. (paap ki janj lai kabulon dhaiya
jori mange daan ve Lalo).
13. There is another reference, which in spite of
scepticism, suggests that a compendium of the Sikh
war code perhaps existed at the time of Ranjit Singh.
“—The Darbar under the guidance of Ranjit Singh
framed certain regulations for the army. What these
regulations were we cannot surmise; they have not
outlived their authors, nor is it probable that they were
ever recorded; but judging from the discipline of the
Khalsa we may be inclined to think favourably of
them.”18
14.
There are several independent observers who
have noticed the strict code of warfare followed by the
Sikhs throughout the centuries. Qazi Nur Muhammad
notes of the Sikhs that ‘they do not rob a woman of her
gold and ornaments, may she be a queen or a slavegirl. Adultery also does not exist among—.”19 Griffin
noted in his Rajas of the Punjab, “There are few
stories in Sikh History of outrage to women and
torture to men such as stain the pages of South Indian
History with cruelty and blood.”20
15.
Inspired by the Guru’s injunctions, the Sikh
soldiers were always moved by the plight of women
and recorded incidents depict them as travelling
hundreds of miles, courting danger and fighting
bloody battles to rescue women in distress. Baghel
Singh once rode to Lohari with his army on such a
mission. Lohari was within an arms length of Delhi
where the Mughal king still ruled. He rescued the
woman, punished her tormentors and had her
rehabilitated with the consent of her clan. His entire
army donated cash to give her a parting present
because she had by the act of being rescued by them,
become the ‘daughter of the entire panth.’
16. The most spectacular example of this chivalrous
conduct at the mass level is the rescue of thousands of
Maratha women being carried captive by Ahmed Shah
Abdali after the Third Battle of Panipat in January
1761. The earliest historians who recorded it include
Ram Sukh Rao the official historian of the ruling
Ahluwalia family. It is mentioned by James Brown in
his History of the Origin and Progress of the Sikhs,
published in 1881.21 After their rescue, they were
escorted to their homes in Maharashtra and restored to
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their families in a soul stirring gesture depicting rare
moral grandeur of monumental magnitude.
17. In the recent (1971) war against Pakistan for the
liberation of Bangladesh, the Sikh soldiers came across
women kept as sex slaves by Yahya Khan’s army. They
were often found without clothes (a measure to deter
escape?). It is recorded that the Sikh soldiers of the
invading victorious army, took off their turbans in a
befitting tribute to human dignity, to cover the naked
women. The tradition launched by the gurshastra has
come down to the present day.
18. Sikh conventions appear also to have contained a
provision that other non-combatants besides women
were to be considered inviolable. “On December 10,
1710, (the Mughal Emperor Bahadur Shah 1707-12)
issued a royal edict to all the faujdars (military
commanders) of Shahjahanabad (Delhi) and its
neighbourhood to put to the sword the worshippers of
Nanak –the Sikhs- where ever found.” (Nanak-prastan
ra har ja kih ba-aband, ba-qatl rasanad)22 The Sikh
reply to this order of general massacre of Sikhs is
recorded by the royal news-writer who informed the
Emperor on April 28, 1711, “that Banda Singh – encamped at Kalanaur – had declared that he was in no
way opposed to the Muslims and that they had the
fullest liberty to recite their sermons and prayers –
khutba-o-namaz. – -The result of this was, the report
continued, that as many as five thousand Muslims had
joined the Sikh army.”23
19. Sikhs appear to have been instructed by the Guru
to have a measure of reverence for the places
considered holy by any tradition. They meticulously
followed the instructions, although the Afghans and the
Mughals had often destroyed Sikh shrines during the
period of their political ascendancy. The holiest Sikh
shrine at Amritsar was pulled down twice and defiled
many times more. Yet when the first great Sikh
upheaval under Banda Bahadur took place in around
1710 CE the Sikhs destroyed no place of worship. The
Sikh armies gathered at Fatehgarh Sahib, the place
where the younger sons of Guru Gobind Singh had
been bricked alive, for the final assault on Sirhind.
They were within a few hundred yards of the
mausoleum of Shaikh Ahmed Sirhandi who had been
the implacable foe of the Sikhs. Ideology emanating
with him was responsible for the execution of two
Gurus, the persecution of four and the execution of the
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Guru’s sons.24 Shaikh Ahmed called himself the
‘prophet of the second millennium’ and received
homage as such. Many princes of Afghanistan lie
buried at the graveyard attached to his shrine. The
Sikhs never thought of destroying or even despoiling
his grave or the graves of their sworn enemies whom
they knew to be despoilers of their land. Sirhind was
destroyed totally and the land on which it stood was
ploughed in revenge for the execution of little princes,
the sons of Guru Gobind Singh, aged seven and nine
years. It was cosidered to have forfeited the right to
exist. The Shaikh’s mausoleum stands fully intact even
today.
20.
It is also pretty clear that the destruction of
common heritage of humankind, such as libraries, is
not sanctioned by the Sikh war code. In 1834, the
Sikh forces were poised to attack Peshawar. Ranjit
Singh gave emphatic written instructions to the
invading General Hari Singh Nalwa that the
famous library of the Akhunzadas of Chamkani
was to be meticulously saved from harm.25 The
position may be contrasted with that of the Romans
the most civilised of the ancient world, who burnt
the priceless manuscripts at Alexandria, or with
that of the Medieval Muslims who destroyed the
rich library at Constantinople in 1453 and with
that of the modern Indian state that burnt the Sikh
Reference Library at Amritsar in 1984.
Conclusion
Much has been written about the exploits of Sikh
warriors. Historical accounts of battles and wars are
abundant but there is woefully little research by way of
discovering the war code which Sikhs followed. There
are similarities in the conduct of Sikh soldiers
throughout the centuries of warfare, that tell us that
there existed a body of injunctions having the effect of
law on the minds of soldiers who took their faith
seriously. It is possible to say that it had spiritual
discipline for its basis and was eventually derived
from the Guru Granth. From Qazi Nur Muhammad to
the press reporters chronicling the war for Bangladesh,
a similarity of conduct on certain basic issues is
noticed. It is challenging to trace the origin of
instructions which are universally respected and have
commanded spontaneous adherence in all ages.
The ultimate sanction behind exemplary conduct,
expected of a soldier, was spiritual. A Sikh soldier was
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consciously playing the role of Akalpurakh in human
affairs. For that he had to be imbued with the qualities
which the gurbani reveals to be His attributes. A Sikh’s
salvation depended upon implementing the Divine Will
in the world. Its operative part dealt with removing
human suffering by seeking to establish justice and by
banishing oppression from human affairs. This is the
meaning of the assertion that ‘he is to be considered a
brave knight who fights for the downtrodden’ (deen).
(Guru Granth, 1356).
The very opening verse of the Guru Granth states that
the Ultimate Reality is ‘fearless’ and is ‘without
enmity.’ While a soldier expected himself to be attuned
to these concepts in daily life, he knew that in adversity
and in war, the only measure of his conduct was living
up to them. That was especially important for his
spiritual self esteem. It constituted salvation itself. Until
the coming into existence of the Sikh states, the Sikh
armies were totally voluntary forces. Even after that a
significant part of the army remained voluntary and
unpaid. That had something to do with the war code
voluntarily observed as a part of the strict spiritual
discipline.
Most of original Sikh literature and history books
written by the Sikhs have been destroyed. It was the
first target of all their proselytising enemies. The
process was started by Lakhpat Rai a satrap of Shah
Nawaz, the Mughal Governor of Lahore in mid
eighteenth century. He is reputed to have filled up wells
with books on Sikh theology and history. The latest
example of such wanton destruction was in 1984 when
the invading Indian armies set fire to the Sikh
Reference Library and burnt up thousands of invaluable
manuscripts, some dating back to the early seventeenth
century. It is noteworthy that the library in the
Darbar Sahib complex was burnt deliberately after
the conflict with the militant defenders had come to
a close with the death of all of them on June 6, 1984.
Any study of the Sikh War Code will be incomplete
without an in depth study of the Guru’s concept of
‘open diplomacy.’ Of Helvetians, Julius Caesar
observed, “The tradition in which they had been
schooled by their forebears was to fight like men and
not to rely on cunning or stratagem.”26 The same
appears to have been true of the Sikhs and squares with
the concept of ‘open diplomacy’ strictly enjoined upon
the Khalsa by the Guru. The British were perceived to
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be morally degraded deceiving strategists. Several
accounts of the Anglo-Sikh wars depict that the
ordinary Sikh soldier was full of contempt for their
unethical behaviour. Earlier Ranjit Singh had told
reverend Wolff, a German missionary, who said he
had brought civilising tidings to the Punjab, ‘why
don’t you go and preach in Calcutta? The Governor
General and his cohorts are the only uncivilised people
in India.’
Engaging in warfare is not the only activity the Khalsa
is created for. The war without is to take place as a last
resort measure. It is the war within that is to occupy a
person most of his life. It is as unrelenting as the
physical warfare. The five vices, desire, anger, greed,
attachment and arrogance are to be completely
subdued. It is a total war – to the very finish. Human
birth is a rare opportunity. (manas janam dulambh hai
hoe na baram bar). It cannot be wasted (is pauri te jo
nar chookai aai jai dukh paida). Just, like the battle
without, there is a code of conduct for the battle
within.
There is also the discipline which is basically
symbolised by the five symbols of faith bestowed
upon the Khalsa by the compassionate Guru. With
such equipment, the Khalsa must contend within and
renew themselves like the bird of paradise with the
help of the Guru’s transforming touch. (pasu prethon
dev kare poorai satgut ki vadiai). It is this that the
Rehatnamas advocate while prescribing ‘he alone is
Khalsa who mounts a charger (in this case the human
body) and is ever engaged in warfare.’ (Khalsa sou jo
charhe turang, Khalsa sou jo kare nit jang). At that
plane, the only other worthwhile activity
recommended to a seeker is sewa or selfless service to
humankind in its myriad forms.
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THE CONCEPT OF WELFARE OF ALL IN
GURBANI
Sawan Singh Principal (Retired)
10561 Brier Lane, Santa Ana California 92705,
714 544 3031
sawansingh85@gmail.com)
Religion teaches love and sympathy for the welfare of
mankind, still the world today is torn by enmity and
religious hatred. A lasting and peaceful society is
impossible unless we follow the path shown by our
holy scriptures. SGGS, a model for inter- religious
understanding teaches mutual respect , toleration and
harmony. It guides us not only in spiritual matters but
also teaches us to work for the welfare of all so that a
balanced society may develop. The Sikh Gurus aimed
at the uplift of humanity without any discrimination.
Many sacred hymns advise us to try for the welfare of
all. Guru Nanak Dev traveled far and wide for 24 years
for the welfare of all and started the practice of
common kitchen ( Langar) keeping in view the
welfare of all. Gurbani lovers pray for the welfare
of all in their daily prayers. In one of his hymns
Guru Amar Dass jee also begs God to save all:
jgqu jlMdw riK lY AwpxI ikrpw Dwir] ( pMnw 853)
“The world is going up in flames - shower it with Your
Mercy, and save it!”
According to the teachings of SGGS, we all are the
creation of One God. Sikh Gurus preached the
philosophy of one God. So teaching of Gurbani
induces us to act for the welfare of all. We must not
treat anybody as a stranger when we are so closely
related and we should always work for the welfare of
others without thinking of caste or creed of others.
Guru Nanak Dev treated all human beings as his
relatives and created an atmosphere for worldreconciliation. All the Sikh Gurus were large hearted
and not narrow minded. Guru Arjan Dev’s egalitarian
approach is evident from the fact that he incorporated
the compositions of all men of God, who believed in
one God and welfare of all, in the SGGS. He did not
mind their caste, creed, profession or religion and
treated all equally. Among them Kabir was a weaver,
Sadhna was a butcher, Namdev a tailor, Dhana a
farmer, Sain a barber, Ravidas a cobbler, Farid a
Muslim Sufi …:
sB mih joiq joiq hY soie]iqs dy cwnix sB
mih cwnxu hoie](pMnw13)
“Amongst all is the Light-You are that Light. By this
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Illumination, that Light is radiant within all.”
qUM swJw swihbu bwpu hmwrw ](pMnw 97 )
“You are the Universal Father of all, O my Lord and
Master.”
eyku ipqw eyks ky hm bwirk qU myrw gur
hweI[[(pMnw 611)
“The One God is our father; we are the children of the
One God.We have the same Guru”
ihMdU qurk kw swihbu eyk[[(pMnw 1158)
“Hindus and Muslims have the same One Lord and
Master.”
eyk nUr qy sBu jgu aupijAw kaun Bly ko
mMdy[[(pMnw 1349)
“From the One Light, the entire universe welled up.
So who is good, and who is bad?”
Gurbani teaches us to get rid of greed, share with
the needy and do selfless service for the welfare of
all. Greed makes us selfish and spoils our social life.
We see many persons who act upon the teachings of
Gurbani rendering selfless service to the people who
suffered due to earthquake, flood and other calamities
in different countries. Selfless service gives us piece of
mind and comfort in both the worlds:
ivic dunIAw syv kmweIAY ]qw drgh bYsxu pweIAY
](pMnw26)
“In the midst of this world, do seva, and you shall be
given a place of honor in the Court of the Lord.”
Kwvih Krcih ril imil BweI ]qoit n AwvY vDdo jweI
](pMnw 186)
“The Siblings of Destiny meet together, and eat and
spend, but these resources do not diminish; they
continue to increase.”
lbu ivxwhy mwxsw ijau pwxI bUru ](pMnw 967)
“Greed ruins mankind, like the green algae in the
water.”
lbu loBu qij hohu inicMdw ](pMnw 1041 )
“Renounce greed and possessiveness, and become
carefree.”
Welfare of all is possible only if we love others and
do not entertain ill feeling towards anybody.
Gurbani directs us not to do or even think ill of
others so that the society may develop evenly. Enmity
and ill feelings spoil our peace of mind also:
pr kw burw n rwKhu cIq[[qum kau duKu nhI BweI
mIq[[(pMnw 386)
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“Do not harbor evil intentions against others in your
mind, and you shall not be troubled, O Siblings of
Destiny, O friends.”
nw ko myrw dusmnu rihAw nw hm iks ky
bYrweI[[(pMnw 671)
“No one is my enemy, and I am no one's enemy.”
nw ko bYrI nhI ibgwnw sgl sMig hm kau bin
AweI[[pMnw1299
“No one is my enemy, and no one is a stranger. I get
along with everyone”.
PrIdw bury dw Blw kir gusw min n hFwie ]
dyhI rogu n lgeI plY sBu ikCu pwie ] (pMnw
1381)
“Fareed, answer evil with goodness; do not fill your
mind with anger. Your body shall not suffer from any
disease, and you shall obtain everything.”
Gubani does not teach discrimination on the basis
of religion, color, caste or creed. According to the
teachings of SGGS, it is a sin to be proud of caste,
color creed or religion. Guru Nanak did not believe in
the false barriers of religions and rigidities of caste. He
belonged to a high caste, but he calls himself low in
the hymns uttered by him and loves those who belong
to backward classes. Teachings of Gurbani are meant
for all. Gurbani strongly pleads for an egalitarian
society where all people could be regarded as equals.
Quotations given below show that Gurbani teaches
equality:
nIcw AMdir nIc jwiq nIcI hU Aiq nIcu ] nwnku iqn kY
sMig swiQ vifAw isau ikAw rIs ](pMnw15)
“Nanak seeks the company of the lowest of the low
class, the very lowest of the low. Why should he try to
compete with the great?”
jwqI dY ikAw hiQ scu prKIAY ](pMnw 142)
“What good is social class and status? Truthfulness is
measured within.”
KqRI bRwhmx sUd vYs aupdysu chu vrnw kau swJw
](pMnw 747)
“The four castes - the Kh'shaatriyas, Brahmins,
Soodras and Vaishyas - are equal in respect to the
teachings.”
sw jwiq sw piq hY jyhy krm kmwie ](pMnw
1330)
“That is your social class and that is your status - the
karma of what you have done.”
Equal treatment of both the sexes is also needed for
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the welfare of human beings. Gurbani directs us to
treat both male and female equally. Guru Nanak Dev is
the only religious guide who has raised his voice and
written many sacred hymns to protect the rights of
women. SGGS is the only holy scripture that contains
many hymns in favor of women. Guru Amar Daas also
condemns the cruel custom of Satee, a widow burning
herself alive on her husband's funeral pyre, as it is
against the equal rights of women:
BMfu muAw BMfu BwlIAY BMif hovY bMDwnu ]so ikau mMdw
AwKIAY ijqu jMmih rwjwn ]
BMfhu hI BMfu aUpjY BMfY bwJu n koie ]nwnk BMfY
bwhrw eyko scw soie ]pMnw473
“When his woman dies, her husband seeks another
woman; to woman he is bound. So why call her bad?
From her, kings are born. From woman, woman is born;
without woman, there would be no one at all. O Nanak,
only the True Lord is without a woman.”
sqIAw eyih n AwKIAin jo miVAw lig jlμin@ ]
nwnk sqIAw jwxIAin@ ij ibrhy cot mrMin@
]pMnw787
“Do not call them 'satee', who burn themselves along
with their husbands' corpses. O Nanak, they alone are
known as 'satee', who die from the shock of
separation.”
Gurbani lays great stress on high character as it is
required for the welfare of all. A characterless and
selfish man will usurp the rights of others to become
rich and will not care for the welfare of others. One
who believes in the teachings of SGGS will never tell a
lie or take what does not belong to him. He will never
do injustice to others:
schu ErY sBu ko aupir scu Awcwru ] guru pIru hwmw
qw Bry jw murdwru n Kwie ](pMnw 62)
“Truth is higher than everything; but higher still is
truthful living.”
hku prwieAw nwnkw ausu sUAr ausu gwie ] guru pIru hwmw
qw Bry jw murdwru n Kwie (pMnw 141)
“To take what rightfully belongs to another, is like a
Muslim eating pork, or a Hindu eating beef. Our Guru,
our Spiritual Guide, stands by us if we do not usurp the
rights of others”
Gurbami teaches us to have the virtues of patience,
humility and sweet tongue. These qualities are badly
needed for the welfare of all human beings. Our
harsh words hurt others and also spoil our peace of
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mind. Ego and impatience do not allow us to treat
others equally and think of welfare of others:
nwnk iPkY boilAY qnu mnu iPkw hoie ]iPko iPkw sdIAY
iPky iPkI soie ](pMnw473)
“O Nanak, speaking insipid words, the body and
mind become insipid. He is called the most insipid of
the insipid; the most insipid of the insipid is his
reputation.”
Awpu gvwie syvw kry qw ikCu pwey mwnu ](pMnw 474)
“But if he eliminates his self-conceit and then
performs service, he shall be honored.”
PrIdw jo qY mwrin mukIAW iqn@w n mwry GuMim ]
AwpnVY Gir jweIAY pYr iqn@w dy cuMim ](pMnw 1378)
“Fareed, do not turn around and strike those who
strike you with their fists. Kiss their feet, and return to
your own home.”
ieku iPkw n gwlwie sBnw mY scw DxI ]ihAwau n kYhI
Twih mwxk sB Amolvy ](pMnw1384)
“Do not utter even a single harsh word; your True
Lord and Master abides in all. Do not break anyone's
heart; these are all priceless jewels.”
It does not mean that we should lose our self respect
for the sake of welfare of others. Guru Tegh Bahadar
has rightly said that we should neither frighten anyone
nor be afraid of any body. If we follow this principle,
it will lead us to the welfare of human beings:
BY kwhU kau dyq nih nih BY mwnq Awn ]khu nwnk suin ry
mnw igAwnI qwih bKwin ](pMnw 1427)
“One who does not frighten anyone, and who is not
afraid of anyone else - says Nanak, listen, mind: call
him spiritually wise.”
But there are very few human beings in this world
who follow the teachings of Gurbani and try
sincerely for the noble mission of welfare of all. They
make their lives worth living:
AYsy jn ivrly sMswry ]gur sbdu vIcwrih rhih inrwry
]
Awip qrih sMgiq kul qwrih iqn sPl jnmu jig
AwieAw ](pMnw 1039)
“Rare are those beings in this world, who contemplate
the Word of the Guru's Shabad, and remain detached.
They save themselves, and save all their associates and
ancestors; fruitful is their birth and coming into this
world.”
*****
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DR. AMBEDKAR: MY HERO
CAN WE RESURRECT HIM?
G.B. Singh
How should we celebrate Dr. Ambedkar considering
that he passed away about 55 years ago and would have
been 120 years old if alive today? Should we dance and
distribute sweets just as we celebrate our children’s
birthdays? Or just get drunk to set up the mood for
more carnival. Or should we recite prayers and meditate
just as we carry out these protocols in a religious
function? Or should we raise slogans, which often are
meaningless, just as we attend any given political rally?
The choice is yours and you are ingenious enough to
come up with more ways. I believe, Dr. Ambedkar
deserves something far better---and that is, a true
reflection on his life and the great lessons we learn from
this great person. My lecture is geared in this direction.
How was I introduced to Dr. Ambedkar? I was barely
two years old when Dr. Ambedkar passed away in
1956. To the best of my memory, it was in high school
that my teacher mentioned the name of Dr. Ambedkar
and that too in quick passing reference to “Bharat ka
Swidhan,” meaning the Constitution of India.
The second time Dr. Ambedkar’s name touched my
ears was in 1987. At this time I was stationed at a U.S.
military post located adjoining Augusta, Georgia. I
befriended a local Sikh family who were kind enough
to share with me their family history to include the
story of their grandfather named Master Sujan Singh
originally of village Sirhali in Punjab. I learned that in
1936-37, Master Sujan Singh was the point person to
lead arrangements to initiate Dr. Ambedkar and his
close followers into the Sikh faith. Mind you this event
was arranged at the behest of Dr. Ambedkar. Aside
from those few associates, Dr. Ambedkar did not arrive
at the pre-arranged agreed upon location. Once Master
Sujan Singh contacted Dr. Ambedkar, he was himself
shocked to learn what Ambedkar told him: Mahatma
Gandhi did not approve of this attempt to conversion
and had forbidden Dr. Ambedkar to embrace Sikhism.
Wow!
Mind you by this time in 1987, I was well into in my
fourth year of critically researching M.K. Gandhi. I
must acknowledge this relatively unknown story of Dr.
Ambedkar’s past transformed the “unknown
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Ambedkar” to the forefronts in my consciousness with
grounds for continuing research.
Moving fast forward, my Dalit brother, Dr. Velu
Annamalai autographed me a copy of “The Buddha &
His Dhamma” in January 1997. Reading this book,
frankly speaking, stunned me, and I intend to share
with you a bit later as to why?
Honorable members of the Ambedkar Foundation,
And Ladies & Gentlemen, Welcome
Let us commemorate the 120th birth anniversary of Dr.
B.R. Ambedkar, my hero, your hero, and therefore our
hero---lovingly called as “BHIM” a term equivalent to
a Western figure better known as “Hercules.”
Today we assemble here to celebrate this great man—
a man born and raised as Untouchable who rose to the
mountain top acquiring higher education.
Today we get together here to seek inspiration. This
man continues to challenge us to fight for the social
causes that we hold so dear!
Today we assemble here to honor this great being and
to embark on a learning experience about Babasaheb’s
Legacy of Activism.
Today, it’s also our day to reflect back and search for
something of value that we have so stubbornly ignored
and addressed in order for us to avert the “mistakes”
that our great Babasaheb fell into.
Today it’s also our day that we take concrete
measures; we organize ourselves with pinpointed
objectives in mind and pursue our activisms to bring
freedom to the Dalits of India and undo the
“collaborative mistakes” that Dr. Ambedkar’s name is
closely associated with. This is a monumental
responsibility on our shoulders as we begin to navigate
and chalk out the future. Only those who are free and
enlightened can guide this movement.
Let me ask you a question: What makes our
Babasaheb great? Why do we look up to him? Why
does he inspire us? I am sure each one of us has a
different answer and I will share with you my take on
it.
Let us cast a critical look at the 20th century covering
both the British-India and Post British-India. Can we
name those who were intellectual giants, great
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thinkers? Strangely in my calculation, I can count only
four:

•

Nirad C. Chaudhuri, (1897—1999)
B. R. Ambedkar, (1891—1956)
Prem Nath Bazaz, (1905—1984) and
V. R. Narla, (1908—1985).

•
•

Mr. Chaudhuri left India for settling in UK in the early
1950s and thereby abdicated sign of any intellectual
movement left behind. Both Mr. Bazaz and Mr. Narla
belonged to the Indian version of the secular humanist
movement, and regrettably today that movement is on
its last legs. Only Babasaheb's movement is still alive
today and I am not sure of its future given the realities
of Ambedkarites and others. In other words, for all
practical purposes, Dr. Ambedkar was the sole
intellectual giant of the 20th century India and that is
my first answer to why he is great.
The Second reason of his greatness points to his
academic education. Think of the early years of the last
century. Here is a man who earned degrees from
University of Bombay, University of London, Ivy
League Columbia University, and Gray's Inn. His
earned degrees ranged from MA, Ph.D. D.Sc. and of
course Barrister-at-law. This list of impressive
accomplishments doesn’t include the honorary degrees.
Almost hundred years later, do you know anyone who
can beat Babasaheb’s record academically? To date our
hero remains the most educated Indian that I know of.
The Third and the most powerful reason why I regard
Babasaheb as truly a giant figure is this: His Legacy of
Activism. Before I delve deeper on this point, let me
share with you my deep held belief. You see people ask
me why I care so much about the Untouchables of
India. My answer is not easy because it is intertwined in
the history of my Sikh faith in addition to my own
individual growth. Historically I have come to realize
that Babasaheb is the first person to devote his life to
protecting the Dalit population after the advent of the
Sikh Gurus. What is so breathtaking is to face the
history of roughly 200 years of Sikh Guru’s activism
destroying the caste ideology and uplifting the Dalits.
Allow me to elaborate on the pivotal features of
Babasaheb’s singular Legacy of Activism:
• Protesting and leading the rallies on the streets

•

•

•

•
•
•
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Public burning of Manusmriti, the most
important
scripture
among
all
the
Dharmashastras.
Organizing and educating the Dalits-at-large.
Casting critical reviews against some of the
Hindu scriptures—mainly in the areas of the
caste and its toxic effects on the Untouchables.
His scholarship on Hinduism has inspired me
to undertake more rigorous analysis of
Hinduism. I fully recognize, perhaps because
of time restraints Babasaheb had little or none
time left to pursuit delving into the Darshanas
(erroneously referred to as Hindu philosophy)
and the subject matter of yoga, truly a
phenomenon nothing less than Hinduism’s
inner spirituality.
Mounting a nonviolent resistance to M.K.
Gandhi and his politics whose objective was
well calculated to misleading the world on the
issues of caste, and polishing his own
messianic image.
Mounting a resistance campaign against
Gandhi in order to protect the Untouchables
from a relentless propaganda designed to fool
them.
Writings books and articles to educate the
world on the nature of Gandhi politics. “What
Gandhi and Congress Have Done to the
Untouchables” is by far the best scholarly
work to that direction.
Organizing campaigns to fight against Hindu
orthodoxy.
Putting out alerts on the Congress Party under
the Brahmanism control.
In the 32 years of Gandhi’s history in India
(1915-1948), Dr. Ambedkar is the sole person
who embarked on a nonviolent resistance
against Gandhi. This is starkly different from
that of Muhammad Ali Jinnah whose
campaign against Gandhi-inspired politics in
the latter years turned deadly and soon
thereafter led to the founding of Pakistan.

Because I conduct researches not to exclude
political India, and largely because of my own
emotional attachment with the Dalits, I think the
time has matured at least to broach the subject of
casting a critical eye on our revered Babasaheb’s
life. Why? Because those of us who adore him
also have a duty to learn from his “mistakes,” so
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that we don’t condemn ourselves in repeating them,
and if Dalits aspire to progress significantly then
it’s logical and imperative for us to learn valuable
lessons from those “mistakes.” Had Dr. Ambedkar
been sitting here, I believe he himself would have
encouraged me to undertake a project to reflect on
his past. That is precisely what I have done and
today I present to you my analysis under the label,
“Politics of Collaboration.”
Politics of Collaboration spanned roughly 9 years
from 1947 to 1956. Baffling that it is Babasaheb
turned about-face suddenly transforming his legacy
of activism into politics of collaboration with the
persecutors. Here is a run-down:
Constitution of India: How many of us credit Dr.
Ambedkar as the architect of this document? How
many of us have read it? How many of us have seen
what it looks like? Yes it is that Blue Book, the
“replica” of British colonial Dyarchy government
structure in which:
• Individual freedom rights are not
guaranteed.
• There is no requirement for the government
of India to be elected.
• Worst of all, the political power has been
invested in the hands of those who
inherited the power from the British.
• You might say gleefully that at least
Untouchability was abolished via Article
17. Think about it again! The constitution
never touched the sanctity (or un-sanctity)
of the caste system and this alleged
abolition of untouchability is highly
diluted. Moreover, the Constitution never
told us what “untouchability” is.
• Some even pay tribute to Babasaheb for
codifying the affirmative action plan in the
constitution
which
helped
many
Untouchables to move up the ladder. This
is true partly. What is forgotten here is that
it was the British who actually put in
motion this policy of block reservations.
• Here is another issue to ponder: According
to Article 25, Sikhs, Jains, and Buddhists
are declared as Hindus. It appears at the
outset that this constitutional genocide had
a full consent of Dr. Ambedkar whom you
know was the chairman of the drafting
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committee that apparently wrote the
constitution. In more recent times, Jains
have legally challenged the validity of this
Article but lost their case in India’s
Supreme Court. You should know that
Sikhs have never been shy of openly
expressing their distrust of this particular
clause not to mention of their systemic
disgust directed at the unitary nature of the
concentration of powers invested with the
central government.
Hindu Code Bills: Under the stewardship of
Babasaheb as India’s first Minister of Law, there were
four Hindu personal bills introduced and later enacted
into laws; namely (1) Hindu Marriage and Divorce Act
(1955); (2) Hindu Succession Act (1956); (3) Hindu
Minority and Guardianship Act (1956); and (4) Hindu
Adoption and Maintenance Act (1956) . I am not here
to discuss the merits or demerits of these laws. What I
am bringing to your attention is the new encoded
definition of Hindu: “Any Indian who was not a
Muslim, Parsi, Christian, or Jew.”
My friends let it be clear that from the evidence at
hand it seems Dr. Ambedkar had no qualms when he
consented to declaring Sikhs, Jains, and Buddhists as
Hindus. He also made it clear those followers of
Semitic religions are to be labeled as not-Hindus. I
must be honest to you that by his actions as the
Minister of Law, Babasaheb declared Untouchables as
Hindus. It is quite apparent and I believe you will
agree with me that these actions of Babasaheb need a
full scope of investigation. It’s almost saying that the
man who championed various causes via his legacy of
activism present as radically a different being when he
joined hands with the persecutors and opted to be their
front-man thereby potentially undermining his entire
legacy of activism. For those of us who love him, the
question arises: How can we explain Babasaheb’s
collaboration and its impact? What was the need to
codify through the constitution and then through the
laws the modern Hinduism’s imperialistic designs to
evaporate the identities of Indian-based religious and
ethnic minorities?
After leaving Nehru’s cabinet in early 1950s, Dr.
Ambedkar sought entry into the Lok-Sabha but lost
elections at least twice. However, he did enter the
Rajya-Sabha membership and stayed there until his
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death. We know that in October 1956, Babasaheb
formally converted to Buddhist religion. Honestly I
respect Dr. Ambedka’s decision but I am baffled. How
could he convert to Buddhism as another religion away
from Hinduism when in fact he himself codified into
the law that Buddhists are Hindus? In my calculation,
Dr. Ambedkar’s conversion doesn’t make sense. Barely
two months later, in December 1956, Babasaheb passed
away. Thereafter, almost a year later in 1957, “The
Buddha and His Dhamma” was published with
Ambedkar as its author. As I told you earlier, I read this
book in 1997 which truly left me dumbfounded. You
see I have exhausted many years of my life reading and
analyzing religious scriptures to include those of
Buddhism. The contents of “The Buddha and His
Dhamma” just didn’t tally with the Buddhist scriptures,
not to mention of other errors. For a man like me who
loves to read Dr. Ambedkar’s critical scholarship, I
found myself wondering and questioning the
authenticity of “The Buddha & his Dhamma.” Is there
a mystery that needs to be resolved? Perhaps!
Earlier I mentioned the name of Prem Nath Bazaz, a
secular humanist. In his 1975 published book “The Role
of Bhagavad Gita in Indian History,” Mr. Bazaz wrote
a riveting paragraph on Babasaheb’s own assessment of
his past actions. This exact date of this confession is
unknown to me but it’s safer to assume it was uttered in
the last months of his life. Babasaheb confessed: “I
was a hack. What I was asked to do, I did much against
my will.” In other words Babasaheb is saying that he
worked as a paid agent for the Hindu elite and did
everything possible to unfurl their political and
religious designs especially against the religious
minorities. Mr. Bazaz continued further with
Ambedkar’s confession: “My friends tell me that I
made the Constitution. But I am quite prepared to say
that I shall be the first person to burn it out. I do not
want it. It does not suit anybody.”
Now you have to ask yourself: Being a “self-confessed
agent,” is it feasible that Dr. Ambedkar converted to
Buddhism just to please his masters? I recognize that
it’s a difficult question. Could it be that his earlier
prophecy “I was born a Hindu, but I will not die a
Hindu” set him up by his Hindu masters to hoodwink
us into believing prophecy coming to fulfillment? If
Babasaheb did not author "The Buddha & his
Dhamma,” then is it plausible we have a case of caste
manipulators in the background who were in fact its
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real author? When you read this book carefully you
will find that it is a replica of the modern Hinduism’s
agenda and in all likelihood Ambedkar was playing
right into their hands.
The large discrepancy between the legacy of activism
and the politics of collaboration is disturbing and there
are these following other possible answers being
tossed around:
• Velu Annamalai once suggested to me that
Ambedkar was one-man force in the midst of
powerful sharks. Therefore accordingly
Babasaheb was won over by the sweet-talking
Congress Party leaders. This explanation is not
fully convincing. I know Akali leaders—
uneducated that they were--buckled and
melted like butter under the load of sweettalking Gandhians. But given Dr. Ambedkar’s
track record of hard-nose confrontations, it’s
hard for me to accept this explanation.
• Another explanation is that Babasaheb was
horrified at the bloody events perpetrated by
the 1947 partition of British-India, and that
extenuating circumstances prompted Dr.
Ambedkar to extend a friendship hand to the
Caste elites for the sake of peaceful
coexistence. This explanation has some merits
but still falls short.
•
. Another explanation put forth is that the Caste
elites promised a better treatment of the Untouchables
especially through reserved quota system and that
mollified Dr. Ambedkar. There is even a merit to this
hypothesis and if true then Babasaheb was as gullible
as were the Akali leaders. We know for sure
Babasaheb was far more intelligent than those Akali
leaders to become an accomplice with the persecutors.
•

I believe there is another compelling
argument. During the last at least 10 years of
Ambedkar’s life, I understand he suffered
from uncontrolled bouts of Diabetes Mellitus.
Along with that there is a report that he was
admitted to hospital for clinical depression for
a few months plus a few more of
consequential ailments. I think Babasaheb’s
deteriorating health may explain his baffling
actions. There is no doubt that his impaired
judgments are possibly linked to his
vulnerability to gravitate towards the crafty
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Hindu leaders thereby turning him into their
ready-made agent.

drive to protect the Dalit population, I am going to
layout some pointers for you to think about:

Question arises: Did Dr. Ambedkar really convert to
Buddhism after a thorough reading and analysis of the
Buddhist scriptures? I will let you ponder over this
question but before you begin that let me introduce you
to Bishop Pickett. Jarrel Waskom Pickett (1890-1981)
was the Bishop of Bombay in the Methodist Church.
His career in Bombay started and paralleled to that of
Dr. Ambedkar’s campaign of activism in Bombay. Both
of them became close friends to the point that they
would pray together in the Church. Also Bishop Pickett
had another motive and that was to formally convert
Babasaheb into Christianity. Nonetheless he failed and
left India for USA in 1956 on a day that newspapers
aired the news of Dr. Ambedkar’s death. In accordance
with his 1980 published book, “My Twentieth Century
Odyssey” I learned that the Bishop met Dr. Ambedkar
soon after he had converted to Buddhism. In this last
conversation, Dr. Ambedkar asked the Bishop if he had
lost hope for his acceptance of Christ. The Bishop
replied, “No I am still praying for you.” To this
Ambedkar said, “Please keep it up. I am not yet
satisfied, and may still ask you to baptize me and admit
me to the Methodist Church.” Shortly after this
exchange Babasaheb died of a heart attack. Now you
may ask: Can we trust Bishop Pickett’s comments? You
see I have pondered over this question for many years.
After due deliberation and evaluation I place a “high
confidence” value to the writings of the Bishop.

1. Both Sikhs and Dalits join hands. They both should
know that they are linked together at their roots and
they cannot exist separate from each other. This is
important considering the events of 1920s and 1930s
where Gandhi was successful in distancing Sikhs and
Dalits away from each other. Why? The answer is
simple: The Hindu elites have known for all along that
the revolutionary spirit of Sikhism is bound to unleash
freedom to the Untouchables. And the best maneuver
to keep Untouchables and other Sudras within the fold
of Hinduism is to isolate them from Sikhism. Today it
is incumbent upon the entire Untouchable and Sudra
population to defeat the Gandhian machinations stillat- work.
2. Strengthen your ties with “Organization for
Minorities of India” (OFMI). It is my understanding
you already have jointly protested at the Gandhi march
and at the Gandhi statue in San Francisco. Last year
OFMI members flushed out the Gandhi promoters in
their bid to install Gandhi statue in Sacramento, CA.
And more recently California Legislature issued a
proclamation honoring Babasaheb. This is great.
OFMI has great potentials; keep going and expand
your activities to include branches of OFMI in many
parts of India and overseas.
3. Stop reanimating Babasaheb by promoting him as
messiah. And let’s start understanding the troubling
end-years of his life.
4. Stop proclaiming Dr. Ambedkar's image as an
architect of Indian constitution. It is disheartening to
watch Babasaheb's close followers undermining our
hero.
5. Stop the propaganda of projecting Dr. Ambedkar
along with the image of Buddha and then promoting
both of them in the same breath of religious
indoctrination. Even though this lecture is not on
Buddhism, but still it’s not out of place to put an alert
on how to read Buddhism: “Buddhism is
incomprehensible without the yogic methods of
concentration and meditation.” This statement comes
from the writings of Mircea Eliade (1907--1986) a
great scholar of religions. Another renowned French
scholar Emile Senart (1847-1928) wrote as early as
1900 in one of his many books, Bouddhisme et. Yoga
that Buddha did not repudiate the Indian ascetic and
contemplative traditions as a whole, he enhanced
them: “It was on the soil of yoga that Buddha was

Whether Dr. Ambedkar truly opted to embrace
Christianity, Sikhism, or any other religion, or no
religion at all, is not the core of my presentation. I
simply want to bring to your attention that when it
comes to adopting a religion different from that of
Hinduism, we should exercise caution before rendering
a final judgment on Babasaheb.
How do we rescue Dr. Ambedkar? How do we resurrect
him? Given what I have presented to you, may I take
the liberty in saying that the future of Dalits is gloomy,
and is not likely to change for better given the ground
realities in India, complicated and confused by the
impact of Dr. Ambedkar's politics of collaboration. This
assessment is true unless we change, learn from the past
and chart out new ideas to navigate the future. Given
my unquestioned love and respect for Babasaheb, and a
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brought up, whatever new elements he might have been
able to infuse into it, it was the world of yoga in which
his thinking was shaped.” As you know I am writing a
book on yoga and I happen to agree with these two
assessments on Buddhism. As a cursory note I might
add here that when you browse through “The Buddha &
His Dhamma,” the word “Yoga” appears twice only—
one of which is part of a chapter heading. In other
words, what we know of yoga and its centrality in the
understanding of Buddhism is entirely missing in “The
Buddha & his Dhamma.”
6. Brainstorm and gather up strategies on how to undo
and find solutions towards the actions of our Babasaheb
during his end years of collaboration, not to exclude
that notorious Constitution of India.
7. Create a new organization with scholars from various
backgrounds to conduct skeptical inquiry into the last
10 years of Babasaheb’s life, not to exclude his
conversion to Buddhism and the publication of “The
Buddha & his Dhamma.” It’s also high time to learn
what real Buddhism is all about. I am available to guide
you in any manner possible.
8. We must come up with strategies to undermine the
Constitution of India and delink that document from the
name of Dr. Ambedkar. Thanks to Mr. M.R. Paul, I
have learned that the statement of Dr. Ambedkar where
he himself disowned his allegiance to the Constitution
was uttered on September 2, 1956 during the debates
held at the Rajya-Sabha. Here is a good example on
Babasaheb’s character strength: Just three months
before his death he disowned the Constitution. By his
statement it’s quite clear his “actions” were not under
his free-will. Now I am going to ask you a difficult
question: Is it possible that Babasaheb was under duress
too when he converted to Buddhism? It’s only a
question and I invite further investigation. Mr. Paul told
me that Babasaheb had an entirely a different
Constitution in his possession for India but the casteelite resisted it to the fullest and successfully killed it.
The conclusion is: Babasaheb is not the author of the
current Constitution of India. And with that
acknowledgment I take back my earlier critical remarks
though not “directed against” the personhood of Dr.
Ambedkar.
9. Create a new political party with a new system of
political thought leading to writing a new constitution
committed to democracy, Western-style secularism
with enshrined separation of church and state, and
guaranteeing the full scope of individual fundamental
rights. We need independent think-tanks in India to
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guide various public policies with special emphasis on
reassessing the public policies and their impacts on the
welfare of Dalit population.
10. We must protect and resurrect our real
Babasaheb—go back to the streets and alleys to
protect the Dalit population, and Sikhs must be at the
forefront with the Dalits until the time there is no ugly
face of untouchability left alive, until the caste system
is relegated to the dustbin. Only then can we all
proclaim ourselves following in the footsteps of the
Sikh Gurus. As an update let me air one forceful
comment of Babasaheb specifically made in 1945: “If
you wish to bring a breach in the [caste] system, then
you have got to apply the dynamite to the Vedas and
the Shastras, which deny any part to reason, to Vedas
and Shastra, which deny any part to morality. You
must destroy the Religion of the Smritis.”
My speech is coming to an end, and I know well that
this is the first time you had heard a critical, thoughtprovoking talk while celebrating Ambedkar Jyanti.
Rests assure, Babasaheb was the greatest man of the
20th century India, and I believe India will not give
birth to another being like him in this 21st century.
There is something else that attracted me about him
and that is his date of birth, April 14. You know in my
Punjabi culture and Sikh religion’s Khalsahood, this
day of April is special—reminds me of the morning
after the momentous day of 1699-- and that by very
token our Babasaheb was a Vaisakhi Boy—a brave
man who lived up to the highest aspirations of
Khalsahood during those years of his activism against
the Caste and the rest of Hinduism—which we must
embody those ideals, and thereby resurrect our hero to
his true eminence.
All the best to you! And thank you for inviting me.
*****

BRITISH-BORN SIKH APPOINTED
HIGH COURT JUDGE IN LONDON
Special to the tribune
Shyam Bhatia in London
July 31, 2011

A British-born Sikh lawyer, who
advised that British intervention in
the Iraq war was unlawful, has
been appointed a judge of the High
Court in London.
History has been created with the
appointment
of
Mr
Justice
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Rabinder Singh who becomes the first Sikh and the first
male from an ethnic minority ever to be elevated to the
exalted position of a High Court judge.
Another Sikh, Kenya-born Sir Mota Singh, also created
history when he became the first judge to wear a turban
in a British court. But Sir Mota Singh retired as a
Crown Court judge, one level below the High Court.
The significance of Justice Rabinder Singh’s
achievement is that it is one of the country’s most
influential and prestigious legal appointments. He will
from now on hear some of the UK’s most serious and
important legal issues and will be automatically in the
running for Chief Justice as and when the position
becomes vacant.
Friends and admirers of Rabinder Singh say he has an
enviable human rights record. Some of the highlights of
his legal career include representing the campaign of
nuclear disarmament in 2002 when he argued that the
UK would be in breach of international law if it used
force against Iraq based on Security Council Resolution
1441.
In an opinion delivered jointly with fellow lawyer
Charlotte Kilroy in November 2002, Singh argued: “We
consider that it is clear that SCR 1441 does not
authorise military action by a member state against
Iraq. In our view there is nothing in the Preamble,
which alters this view. Indeed it is notable that a late
insertion into the Preamble was the commitment of all
member states to the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Iraq, Kuwait and the neighbouring states.”
Two years later in 2004, he successfully represented the
human rights group, Liberty, in the House of Lords
against the indefinite detention without trial of non-UK
national suspected of terrorist activities. One year later,
he successfully represented Liberty and the Joint
Council for the Welfare of Immigrants in the case
against the UK government over the refusal of
economic benefits to refugees.
Born in 1964 to Sikh immigrant parents from India,
Singh grew up in Bristol and went to Trinity College,
Cambridge, where he graduated with a double first in
law in 1985. He spent the following year studying for
his LLM at the University of California at Berkeley
where he became interested in constitutional law, as
well as issues concerned with the misuse of power.
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He returned to London by 1988 to do his Bar Finals
and was called to the Bar in July 1989. For the next 10
years, he specialised in administrative law,
employment law, European Community law, human
rights law, commercial law and media laws. One of his
colleagues from the earliest days was Cherie Booth,
QC, the wife of future British Prime Minister Tony
Blair. Together with Cherie and five other fellow
lawyers, he set up his own set of Chambers - Matrix
Chambers - in 2000. Named Barrister of the Year by
Lawyer magazine in 2001, he was appointed a QC in
2002.
A Fellow of the Royal Society of the Arts, Singh has
been cited for his interest in Ancient Greece. “One
thing I would have liked to be is an academic
specialising in Greek poetry”, he is quoted as telling
an interviewer.
*****

THE SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION OF
THE SIKHS DURING THE ITALIAN
CAMPAIGN 1943-1945
Harchand Singh Bedi, Malaysia

harchandsinghbedi@yahoo.co.uk
India made its contribution to the Second World War
by providing almost two million volunteers in a couple
of years. At the outbreak of the Second World War, in
September1939, the Indian troops, totaled 2,005,038.
By 1941, India had recruited 9,000,000 soldiers. By
August 1945 two million volunteer soldiers were
fighting in Africa, Sidi Barrani, Alam El Halfa and El
Alamein. In Italy, Indian Forces were deployed in
Cassino, Sangro and on the Gothic Line.

In Italy, more than half of the country saw the Sikhs
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fighting against the Germans right from the first assault
on the Gothic Line in August 1944, to the last assault
on the Senio River in April 1945. During these months
the Eighth British Army included the Fourth and Tenth
Indian Divisions. These Indian Divisions had the
famous Gurkha and Sikh Regiments who had been
serving the British Empire for a Century.
Almost 50,000 troops, mostly between the ages of 19
and 22, fought for the sake of freedom in Italy. Close to
50 per cent of them were injured in the process. Of
these, a total of 5782 Indian soldiers died in Italy. It is
to their credit that out of twenty Victoria Cross
decorations given for bravery during the war in Italy,
the Indian soldiers received as many as six.
It is unfortunate that the major contribution of the three
Indian Army Infantry Divisions, 4, 8 and 10 and the 43
Gurkha Infantry Brigade has been given such short
shrift in the annals of war, this despite the fact that the
war correspondent of the Illustrated London News has
categorically stated that at the end of the Italian
Campaign on VE Day 1945, 8th Indian Division was
perhaps the best fighting formation in Italy. The story
of their bravery and their sacrifice is still talked about in
Italian cities and villages that they helped to liberate.
However, the full account of their bravery is not
available to the wider public.
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The cemetery in Forli also has a Cremation Memorial
commemorating the Hindu and Sikh soldiers and
officers who died in Italy during this period, from 16
April 1944 till the end of the war.
The Fourth Indian Division was the first one to
advance against the Gothic Line at 6 AM on 25
August, 1944 on Acqualagna – Fermignano - Urbino
axis. It was the internal axis and it was also far from
the sea, on the extreme left of the allied deployment.
Thus, it was the hardest axis to advance on and to get
to Romagna. The Gurkhas captured Auditore on 3rd
September, 1944. The day after, in Poggio San
Giovanni, Havildar (Sergeant) Sham Singh of the 2nd
Battalion, 11 Sikh Regiment successfully captured a
German machine gun position and four of its crew on
his own.

Some Interesting Anecdotes.
The landing of Allies in Sicily on 09 July 1943 marked
the commencement of the Italian Campaign. The
landings signified the decline of Fascism and Italy
joining the war on the side of Allies. The liberation of
Ferrara was officially announced by the AngloAmerican troops at 0730 hours on 24 April 1945.
According to the testimonies of that time, Indian troops
were among the first to reach Ferrara. They were part of
the 5th Corps of the 8th British Army and were
composed mainly by Sikh soldiers. After the liberation
of Ferrara, these troops were deployed in Porotto, on
the way leading to the Po River which ran along the
Gothic Line.
Not many historic or photographic records exist
regarding the contribution of Indian troops in the
capture of Ferrara. The most evident sign of Indian
presence in Ferrara is represented by the War Cemetery
of Ravenna, Argenta and especially by the one in Forli.
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Frontier Force Rifle Regiment, attacked Poggiolo, in
Imola area at 22 00 hours. The German infantry was
well entrenched and protected by mines and barbed
wire. The 6th Platoon launched a frontal attack. The
Jemadar (lieutenant) Milkhi Ram cut the barbed wire
off so that his platoon could assault despite the direct
fire of German mortars and small arms, the last effort.
Entire Romagna felt grateful.

While the 4th Indian Division was fighting on the
mountains close to Rimini, the 10th Division went up
Tuscany and Catenaia Alps, towards Meldola and Forli
to penetrate the defences of Romagna. On 5 October,
1944, Lance Naik (Corporal) Bhuri Singh of the 1st
Battalion, 2nd Punjab Regiment assaulted a German
trench which was protected by antitank weapons. On
10th October, 1944, another unit of the the 10th
Division, the 18th Royal Garhwal Rifles, was very
close to Cesena. A platoon was ordered to clear the
enemy from the village of Ardiano. Havildar Murti
Singh Rawat led his platoon successfully and cleared
the village taking 11 German soldiers as prisoners.
On 14 December, 25th Indian Brigade of the 10th
Division deployed in South of Faenza, came under
counter attack from 90th German Panzer grenadier.
During the Counter attack, Lance Naik Ratan Singh
Rana, 18th Royal Garwhal Rifles, rescued a wounded
officer, under heavy enemy bombardment. The 4th
Indian Division distinguished itself again in Ravenna in
April 1944 while crossing the Senio River. On 9 April,
Naik Samer Singh of the 15 Punjab, crossed the river
under enemy fire after three officers had been killed.
On night 10-11 April, 1944, during the assault on Scolo
Tratturo, Naik Mohd Sadiq of 8th Punjab, charged a
machine gun position and captured it.
On 3 April, the Eighth Division launched the final
offensive. Two platoons of the 4th Battalion, 13th

Sikh soldier in Italy with war tophy

“The Fourth, Eighth and Tenth Indian Divisions will
forever be associated with the fighting for Cassino, the
capture of Rome, the Arno Valley, the liberation of
Florence and the breaking of the Gothic Line.
The Spoon River, where the Sikhs fought on the
Emilia Romagna territory, has an exotic sound which
still evokes the memories of the eastern hemisphere.
The Indian forces though limited to the strength of 4, 8
and 10 Indian Division, distinguished themselves for
courage and tenacity in the battles of the Sangro,
Cassino, the Liri Valley, the Gothic line, the Senio and
several other engagements. The Indian soldiers fought
in a terrain that was ideally suited for defense and the
offensive proceeded against the grain of the country.
Yet they fought with unparalleled courage and
relentless tenacity.
Within the cemetery will be found the SANGRO
RIVER CREMATION MEMORIAL, one of three
memorials erected in Italy to officers and men of the
Indian forces whose remains were cremated in
accordance with their faith - the other two cremation
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memorials are in Forli Indian Army War Cemetery and
Rimini Gurkha War Cemetery.
The memorial at Sangro River commemorates 517
Indian servicemen who fell in 1943-44. Out of it, 237
Volunteers carried the surname “SINGH” The
memorial at Cassino commemorates 1,438 Indian
servicemen who fell in which, 377 Volunteers carried
the surname “SINGH”. The cremation memorial at
Forli commemorates 769 Indian servicemen in which
370 Volunteers carried the surname “SINGH”.
*****

ArQ ik AnrQ ?
(m`D dw Bog)

gurbcn isMG is`DU

nOitMGm (ieMglYNf)
BwvyN sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI dw pwT hr is`K leI zrUrI hY qy myry
mwqw jI vI AKMf pwTI sn, qW vI mYN hmySw gurU gRMQ swihb jI
dI bIV qoN pwT krn qoN frdw hI irhw [ jpujI swihb dw pwT qW
myrw inq krm sI pr swDwrn jW AKMf pwT krn bwry qW mYN soc
vI nhIN skdw sW [ ie`k qW sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI dI bIV qoN pwT
krn smyN huMdIAW sMBwvI ZlqIAW qoN Qr Qr kMbdw sW Aqy dUsry
sux suxw ky ieh ivSvwS vI ho igAw sI ik pUrn rIqW rsmW
Anuswr kIqw pwT hI pRvwx huMdw hY qy ieh kMm igAwnIAW gRMQIAW
dw hI hY [ nqIjw ieh hoieAw ik 40 swl dI aumr q`k mYN kdI
swDwrn jW AKMf pwT nw kIqw [
1965 iv`c mYN ieMglYNf Aw igAw qy myrI pihlI kul-vkqI
inXukqI jnvrI 1968 iv`c ie`k AiDAwpk dy qOr qy ie`k
sYkMfrI skUl iv`c gRyvzYNf (kYNt) Sihr ivc ho geI [ ie`Qy is`K
Drm prcwr dI Gwt nUM pRqIq kridAW ku`J hor swQIAW nUM nwl
imlw ky is`K imSnrI soswietI dI nINh r`KI (jo A`j q`k syvw kr
rhI hY) [ soswietI leI mwieAw dI AqXMq loV sI [ PYslw
hoieAw ik muPq AKMf pwT krky mwieAw iek`TI kIqI jwvy Aqy
prcwr qy lweI jwvy [ duUsry do s`jx qW pwT krn leI iqAwr ho
gey pr mYN ihckcwht iv`c sW [ dosqW dy hOslw dyx qy mYN vI
iqAwr ho igAw Aqy AsIN Ku`lHw AYlwn kr id`qw ik AKMf pwT
leI koeI p`kI mwieAw nhIN leI jwvygI [ AwpxI ^uSI nwl jo
mwieAw koeI dyvygw aus dI rsId id`qI jwvygI qy swrI mwieAw
prcwr leI hI vrqI jwvygI [ AsIN iqMn pwTI (ijnHW iv`coN myry
smyq AsIN do skUl tIcr sW ) mwieAw nhIN lYNdy sW Aqy pwT
vwly Gr k`uJ KWdy pINdy vI nhIN sW pr swnUM do AYysy pwTI vI r`Kxy
pey jo aus vyly pwT krn leI loVINdy sn jdoN AsIN skUl iv`c
huMdy sW [ ieh pwTI pwT rKvw idMdy sn Aqy "m`D" Awidk dw Bog
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lgvw idMdy sn [ BwvyN sQwnk gurdvwry vloN swfI ft ky
ivroDqw hoeI pr sMgqW ny swnUM BrpUr sihXog id`qw [ AsIN lg
pg hr spqwh dy AMq nyVly SihrW iv`c AKMf pwT krn leI
jwx l`g pey [ AKMf pwTW qoN imlI mwieAw kwrn Drm prcwr
dw kMm bhuq sOKw ho igAw qy soswietI rijstr krvw leI geI
[
ie`k AKMf pwT ie`k suniAwr pRvwr dy Gr r`iKAw igAw [ ieh
prvwr bhuqw piVHAw iliKAw nhIN sI pr gurU gRMQ swihb dw
srDwlU zrUr sI [ pwT dw dUsrw idn sI jd pwT "mD" dy nyVy
phuMc c`ukw sI Aqy mYN AwpxI rOl lw ky ivhlw ho igAw sW [
prvwr ny "mD" dy Bog leI dyg iqAwr kr C`fI sI Aqy mYnMU
Ardws krn leI ikhw igAw [ mYN sMgqI Ardws krky bhuqw
KuS nhIN huMdw pr aus idn hor koeI ArdwsIAw nw hox krky mYnMU
hI Ardws krnI peI [ Ardws aupRMq Gr vwly ny 20 pONf myrI
m`uTI iv`c Aw PVwey [ mYN ikhw ik mYN mwieAw nhIN lYNdw [ AgoN
aus gurmuK ny ikhw," igAnI jI AwrMB dI Ardws krn dy 30

pONf lyY gey sn Aqy kih gey sn ik "mD" dI Ardws vyly 20
pONf dyxy huMdy hn auh iqAwr rKxy mYN Ardws vyly nUM Aw jwvWgw
[ auh qW iksy kwrn Awey nhIN hn qusIN Ardws kr id`qI hY
Aqy ies leI bxdy 20 pONf svIkwr kro qW jo AKMf pwT dy puMn
dwn Aqy mrXwdw iv`c koeI ivGn nw pvy [ "mYN mwieAw lY ky
is`K imSnrI soswietI dI rsId dy id`qI pr socdw irhw ik
"mD" dw Bog kI huMdw hY, ies dI loV ikauN pYNdI hY ? kI ieh
zrUrI hY ? kI ieh isK rihq mrXwdw dw ih`sw hY ?

Gr Aw ky is`K rihq mrXwdw dw KrVw vwcx dw Avsr
imilAw [ ies iv`c "mD" dy Bog bwry ie`k Sbd q`k nhIN hY pr
qW vI dyKx iv`c AwieAw hY ik hr AKMf pwT vyly AidRSt
Agocr isRSTI dy pwlxhwr dwqwr pRBU nUM "mD" dw Bog zrUr
lvwieAw jWdw hY [
jwpdw hY ik swfy igAwnIAW gRMQIAW jW sMqW ny ieh rsm aus
Sbd nMU pRqIk bxw ky cwlU kr leI hY jo sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI
dy pMnw 705 au~pr suBwiemwn hY Aqy ijs iv`c Sbd "mD"
AwaNudw hY [ iDAwn nwl vwicAW zwhr ho jWdw hY ik Sbd
"mD" dw ie`Qy sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI dy jW bwxI dy "mD" (A`D
jW sYNtr) nwl koeI vI sbMD nhIN hY [ purwqn h`Q ilKq bIVW
iv`c pMny nhIN ilKy jWdy sn kyvl hr p`qry nUM ie`k nMbr id`qw
jWdw sI (XwxI do siPAW dw ie`ko nMbr) [ sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI
dI BweI gurdws vloN ilKI bIV (krqwrpurI bIV) ivc iliKAw
imldw hY, "poQI ilK phuMcy BwdroN vdI eykm sMmq 1661 kul
pqry 974" ies bIV ivc, jo siqgurW ny Awp ilKvweI, "mD"
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pMnw 487 au~pr AwauNdw hY pr ieQy nW qW Sbd "mD" hI imldw
hY Aqy nw hI gurU jI vloN "mD" dw Bog pwaux dw koeI AwdyS ie`Qy
hY [
1860 ivc Cwpw ^wnw cwlU hox qy bIVW dy pMny Cwpy^winAW dy
mwlk AwpxI mrzI nwl A`gy ip`Cy Cwpdy sn so 1708 qoN ieh
inXm bxwieAw igAw ik BwvyN sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI nUM iksy vI
Coty v`fy fONt iv`c CwipAw jwvy ies dy pMny 1430 hI rihxgy [
hux sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI dy 1430 pMny hn Aqy spSt hY ik jy
ikDry "mD" leI koeI rsm pUurI krnI gurmq iv`c pRvwx hY qW
auh pMnw 715 qy jw ky hoxI cwhIdI hY [ pr AijhI iksy rsm
dw vyrvw is`K rihq mrXwdw iv`c nhIN imldw [ Swied AsIN ieh
g`l Bu`l gey hW ik pwT AsIN gurU jI dI bwxI qoN isiKAw lYx
leI krdy hW p`qry/sPy ignx leI nhIN[
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koit miD eyhu kIrqnu gwvY (pMnw 885)
ieh vI smJ nhIN AweI ik jo pwT hI "AKMf pwT " (inrMqr,
ie`k rs) hY aus dw "mD" ikvyN ho skdw hY ? Bog dw ArQ hY
smwpqI jW AMq [ kI 705 pMny au~pr Bog pwaux dw ArQ AKMf
pwT dw AMq smiJAw jwvy ? ikDry ieh rsm AnpVH Aqy
SrDwlU juigAwsUuAW nUM l`utx leI mn mq rwhIN qW nhIN bxw leI
geI ? Aws rKdw hW ik koeI gurmuK ipAwrw ies bwry
spStIkrn dyx dI Kycl krygw qW jo myrw vihm dUr ho jwvy !
jy "mD" dw Bog zrUrI hY qW sRomxI gurdvwrw pRbMDk kmytI nMU
rihq mrXwdw ivc soD kr lYxI cwhIdI hY pr jy zrUrI nhIN jW
gurmq ivr`uD hY qW aunHW nUM cup qoVnI cwhIdI hY [

*****
Sbd "mD" dy ArQ hI Zlq kIqy gey jwpdy hn[ AsIN ADuink
bIVW dy pMnw 705 au~pr Awey aus Slok dy ArQ iLK rhy hW
ijs nUM sRI gurU gRMQ swihb dw "mD" smiJAw jw irhw hY[ pwTk
^ud hI dyK lYx ik "mD" (A`D ivcwly) dy Bog dw ies Sbd nwl
kI irSqw hY [
jYqsrI mhlw 5 vwr slokw nwil
Awid pUrn miD pUrn AMiq pUrn prmysurh ]
ismrMiq sMq srbqR rmxM nwnk AG nwsn jgdIsurh ]
ArQ:- prmwqmw dy Bgq aus srb-ivAwpk vwihgurU dw
AwrwDn krdy hn jo isRStI dy AwrMB qoN hI hr QW mOjUd irhw hY,
hux vI hY Aqy rihMdI dunIAW qk ies dy kx kx iv`c hwzr
rhygw[ jgq dw mwlk pRBU Awpxy BgqW dy sB pwpW nUM nwS kr
idMdw hY [
zwhr hY ik ie`Qy sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI dy "mD" (sYNtr) nwl
ies Sbd dw koeI vI sbMD nhIN hY [AslI "mD" qW pMnw 715 qy
hI ho skdw hY [ swrw Sbd aus pRmwqmw bwry hY jo "Awid scu
jugwid scu " hY [ jy kr Sbd "mD" nUM lY ky hI ies nUM gurU gRMQ
swihb jI dw "mD" smJ ilAw jwvy qW sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI
ivcly hyT ilKy SbdW qy vI Bog pwauxw cwhIdw hY [
1. "iriD isiD nv iniD jw kY AMimRqw prvwh ]
Aid AMqy miD pUrn aUc Agm Agwh" ]
(pMnw 1017)
2. Awid miD AMiq pRBu soeI ]
nwnk iqsu ibnu Avru n koeI (pMnw 760)
3. Awgy dXu pwCY nwrwiex
miD Bwig hir pRym rswiex] (pMnw 1137)
4. jy ko Apny Twkur BwvY [

gurU gRMQ sfihb dIaF lgF-mqrF aqy
sLbd joV ikAuN bdly gey?
avqfr isMG imsLnrI (5104325827)
singhstudent@gmail.com

julfeI 2011 dy pihly hPqy dysLI-ivdysLI aKbfrF aqy
vYbsfeItF qy CpI Kbr ik “gurU gRMQ sfihb dI bfxI dy awKr
aqy lgF-mfqrF bdlx dI koJI sLfjsL” ieh smuwcI iswK kOm
leI BfrI cxOqI aqy ieh sB kuJ sRI cMd, ipRQIcMd, ihMdflIey,
rfmrfeIey, inrMjnIeyN, nklI inrMkfrI, sMpRdfeI zyrydfr,
lflcI qy votnIqI dy gulfm lIzr aqy afr[aYWs[aYWs[ afidk
niKD soc dy DfrnIaF vwloN BgqF aqy iswK gurUaF vwloN ibaFn
kIqy swc (gurU gRMQ sfihb dI bfxI) dy sMdysL nUM dbOx leI
kIqf jf irhf hY. gurbfxI QoQy krmkFzF aqy pKMzF df BrvF
KMzn krdI hY ijnHF dy afsry, aFm jnqf nUM lwut ky ienHF df
hlvf mMzf cldf hY. aijhy lokF ny swcy-suwcy BgqF dy aslI
AupdysL nUM rolx leI AunHF dy nF qy kwcI bfxI dy gRMQ rcy. ieh
qF bfby nfnk sLyr mrd dI ihmq hY ik AunHF ny BgqF jF AunHF
dy jFnsLInF kol phuMc ky, BgqF dI aslI bfxI iekwqr kIqI.
jgq jlMdy df ADfr krn leI gurU nfnk sfihb ny Gr pRvfr
dI pRvfh nF kridaF hoieaF ijMdgI df bhuwq vwzf ihsf dysLivdysL ivwc ivcr ky swc-Drm df pRcfr krn aqy AuWc jfqIaF
vwloN ilqfVy lokF dI bFh PV ky, hONslF idMdy hoey ibqfieaf.
ies leI Auh afpxy pRvfr leI bhuqf smF nF dy swky. ies
krky AunHF df afpxF vwzf puwqR sRI cMd AudfsIaF dy tyty cVH,
bfgI ho, gurU hukmF nUM tflx lwg ipaf. ies df ijkr gurU gRMQ
sfihb ivwc hY-puqRIN kAul nf pfilE kir pIrhu knH
murtIaY](967)
dfqU ny gurqf dy lflc ivwc gurU amrdfs nUM lwq kwZ mfrI,
ipRQI cMd qy imhrbfn gurU ivroDIaF dy Zfhy cVH gurU qoN bfgI
ho gey, nklI bfxI ilKx aqy nklI srovr aqy drbfr
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Ausfrx lwg pey, ihMdflIaF ny gur-ieiqhfs purfqn jnm sfKI
afidk ivwc mnmq df rlf kIqf.
bfbf rfm rfey ny qF aOrMgjLyb dI idwlI srkfr vwloN idwqy jgIrF
dy lflc ivwc gurU nfnk sfihb dI ielfhI bfxI dI qwuk hI bdl
ky rwK idwqI, iPr BFvyN gurU goibMd isMG qoN kIqI avwigaf dI
muafPI mMg igaf. DIr mwl ny gurU qyg bhfdr sfihb qy sLIhyN
msMd qoN golI clvf idwqI. vzBfg isMG gurU Gr qoN bfgI ho
phFVF ivwc zyrf bxf ky BUqF-pRyqF kwZx dy nF qy lokF nUM luwtx
lwg ipaf. nfmDfrIaF ny bfbf blfkf isMG nUM igafrvF gurU
pRcfrnF sLurU kr idwqf aqy gurU gRMQ dy sLrIk bx gey. gurU
nfnk sfihb dy dsvyN jFnsLIn gurU goibMd isMG jI ny iswK kOm
nUM sLbd gurU “gurU gRMQ sfihb” dy lV lfAuNdy hukm kIqf sI
ik-sB isKn kAu hukm hY gurU mfinEN gRMQ]
nfmDfrIaF qoN bfad eyk qoN anyk vMn-suvMny ivhlV sfD
zyrdfry pYdf ho gey. AudfsI aqy inrmly jo kfsLI qoN pVHy hox
krky, snfqnI pRBfv Qwly sn, snfqnI gRMQF dI, gurU gRMQ sfihb
nfl rl-gz krky kQf krn lwg pey, ijs krky zyrfvfd qy
sMpRdfvfd df pRBfv iswK GrF ivwc vI pY igaf. iPr ikqy jf ky
isMG sBf lihr ny ies pRcfr nUM TwlH pfeI pr sMqF, gRMQIaF aqy
rfgIaF dy rUp ivwc jo ienHF zyiraF dy isiKafrQI sn ny
vwKrIaF-vwKrIaF mrXfdf gurduafiraF ivwc clf leIaF, jo
hux qwk cwl rhIaF hn. aijhy zyrfvfdI-sMpRdfeI lokF ny kuJ
bRfhmxvfd df asr hox krky aqy kuJ lflc vws keI gRMQ rcy
aqy AunHF dI kQf gurduafiraF ivwc krn lwg pey aqy hOlIhOlI AunHF gRMQF nUM “gurU gRMQ sfihb” dy brfbr pRkfsL krnF sLurU
kr idwqf. awj vI ienHF dy anuXfeI “iswK rihq mrXfdf” nUM
iqafg ky, gurU gRMQ sfihb jI dy brfbr aKOqI dsm gRMQ,
srbloh gRMQ aqy poQIaF df pRkfsL kr rhy hn. jy koeI iswK
ivdvfn ienHF dIaF AUnqfeIaF bfry sfnUM jfigRq krdf hY qF
ieh zyrydfr srkfr aqy ienHF dy JolI cuwk lIzrF nfl iml ky
pihly Aus nUM DmkIaF idMdy hn qy Pyr akfl qKq dy nF hyT
glq PYNslf lY ky ivroDIaF nUM guwTy lfAux leI pMQ coN Cyk idMdy
hn.
ies vyly akflI dl bfdl aqy sLRomxI kmytI ivwc vI ieh
sMpRfdeI zyrydfr GusV gey hn. gurduafry jo iswKI dy somyN sMn
nUM ienHF lokF ny krmkFzF, kmrsLIal aqy rfjnIqI dy awzy bxf
idwqf hY. iswK nUM hukm sI gurbfxI afp pVHy, ivcfry aqy Aus
anusfr afpxf jIvn jIvy. iewQy qF sB kuJ kIqf krfieaf syl
qy lf idwqf igaf hY. jrf soco! gurUaF-BgqF ny gurbfxI-igafn
smJ ky jIvn ivwc Zflx leI idwqf sI jF BfVy dy kQf, kIrqn,
pfTF aqy ardfsF krf ky Bytf cVHf ky luwtx leI. ieh jo kuJ
smF pihly idwlI ivwc BfnUM mUrqI ny Aus vyly dI bfdl dl nfl
sbMDq idwlI kmytI dI imlI-Bugq nfl gurU gRMQ sfihb jI dIaF
lgF mfqrF Auzf ky lMizaF ivwc Cfpx df bjr gunfh kIqf sI
ijs df sR[ prmjIq isMG srnf vyly, Drm pRcfr kmytI dy
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cyarmYn sR[ qrsym isMG jI ny pVqfl krf ky krVf ivroD
kIqf sI. EhI lfbI hux sLRomxI kmytI qy kfbj hY ny hux iewk
vwzI sLfjsL aDIn sunihrI awKrF dy nF hyT jo gurU gRMQ sfihb
Cfpy hn AunHF ivwcoN keI lgf mfqrF aqy pUry dy pUry awKr hI
bdl idwqy hn. AunHF ny aijhf krdy soicaf ik ikhVf iswKF ny
ivcfr nfl afp pVHnF hY sgoN BfVy dy pfTIaF kolo hI pfT
krvfeI jfxy hn jo byiDafny ho, spIz nfl pfT krI jFdy hn
ik ikqy pfT lyt nF ho jfvy. jrf qF soco! gurU nfnk sfihb qoN
pihlF jF AunHF dy vyly Drm-gRMQF dy pfTF df koeI Gftf sI? kI
gurU ny iewk hor gRMQ rc ky pfT krn df Gftf pUrf krnf sI?
kI Drm-gRMQ iekwly pYsy dy ky pfT krfAux, mwQy tykx aqy
DUPF DuKfAux leI hn? jy awj pivqr bfeIbl eIsfeI aqy
kurfn mjId muslm vIr afp pVHdy ivcfrdy hn qF kI iswK
aijhf nhIN kr skdy? dunIaF dy hryk dysL dI lfeIbRyrI ivwc
bfeIbl aqy hor Drm dIaF ikqfbF iml jFdIaF hn, iswKF
dIaF ikAUN nhIN? kI ajoky gurduafry vwzIaF-vwzIaF aflHIsLfn
iblizgF bxf, pRbMDk kmytIaF pYdf kr, DVy bxF, coxF lV ky
kfbj hox qwk hI sImq kr idwqy gey hn? kI gurUaF-BgqF,
Kflsf pMQ, imslF aqy isMG sBf ny vI iswK kOm df kImqI
srmfieaf cox lVfeIaF, aflHIsLfn iblizMgF aqy ivKfvy vfly
pfTF aqy krmkFzF qy lfieaf sI? gurU sfihbfnF ny iswK nUM
pujfrIvfd dy jUly hyToN kwZ ky sfry Drm-krm afp krn dI
KuwlH idwqI sI. ies krky Aus vyly “iswK” Drm pwKo bhuq
jfigRq sI. Aus nUM gurbfxI sLuwD pVHnI afAuNdI sI. Auh iksy
BfVy pfTI qoN pfT krf ky mukqI nhIN sI Bfldf.
iDafn idE jo lok iswK Drm ivwc GusV ky jF zyrfvfdI soc dy
gulfm ho ky gurbfxI nUM vwD qoN vwD bolIaF aqy mIzIey ivwc
pRcfrn nUM pfp dwsdy hn, kdoN iswK ivcfrDfrf nUM smJxgy aqy
asIN hor ikqnF smF aMDivsLvfsLI ho, ienHF dy mwgr lwg
lutINdy rhFgy? ajoky isMG sfihbfn aqy aijhy lok jy vfikaf
hI qno-mno “gurU-gRMQ” nUM smrpq hn qF “gurU gRMQ sfihb”
dI bfxI dIaF lgF-mfqrF aqy awKr bdlx vfilaF nUM pMQ dy
ktihry ivwc KVf krky, ies avwigaf dI sjf lgfAux, sLfjsIL
BfvyN ikwzf vwzf vI lIzr ikAuN nF hovy? iknHF cMgf hovy smuwcf
iswK pMQ “juwgo-juwg atwl afid sRI gurU gRMQ sfihb” jI nUM
afpxf Drm-afgU aqy igafn-dfqf mMn lvy qF aKOqI afgUaF
qoN kOm df KihVf Cuwt jfvy. kI ajoky jQydfr aqy iswK lIzr
afpxy ahudy iqafg ky “gurU gRMQ sfihb” jI nUM smuwcI iswK
kOm df afgU mMnx df aYlfn krngy? kI smuwcy gurduafiraF
ivwc gurU gRMQ anusfrI mrXfdf lfgU krky iswKF ivwc Drm
mrXfdf dI Puwt dUr krn df mfn hfsl krn dI jurq
idKfAuxgy?
iswK kOm dy rihbro! bcf lO kOm nUM pfto-DfV dI mfr qoN ijs
df Pfiedf AuTf, iswK ivroDI lfbI gurU-gRMQ sfihb ivwc vI
adlf-bdlI krn leI qrlo-mwCI ho rhI hY.
*****
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BOOKS FROM KHALSA TRICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION OF NORTH AMERICA INC.
Realizing the need for correct information about Sikhism in the English language for the benefit of
Diaspora youth, KTF requested S. Gurbachan Singh Sidhu, UK, to revise some of his books and write
new ones. Mr. Sidhu is one of the founders of The Sikh Missionary Society of UK and Guru Nanak
Charitable Trust, Mullanpur Mandi, Ludhiana. Of the many books and pamphlets in English that he
has authored we have been able to afford to publish only four:
1. Sikh Religion and Christianity – 110 pages
2. Sikh Religion and Islam – 153 pages (Co-authored with Gurmukh Singh)
3. An Introduction to Sikhism – 76 pages
4. Panjab and Panjabi – 177 pages
These are excellent books for Sikhs and non Sikhs alike. Reading these books you will get the real
meaning of Sikhi, something that Gurdwaras have miserably failed to teach. These books are for free
distribution. We invite our readers in the USA to order any combination of 40 books for a donation to
KTF of $100.00, including postage, and distribute them free to their family, friends, local sangats or
schools operated by Gurdwaras. Your donation will help in the publication of The Sikh Bulletin.
*****
TEACH YOURSELF GURBANI. FOLLOWING TWO SOURCES ARE EXCELLENT:
1. www.srigranth.org This website will help you find page number of a shabad in Gurmukhi, English,
Devanagari and Transliteration; and also to Panjabi translation by Prof Sahib Singh.
2. www.gurugranthdarpan.com This site carries the Panjabi translation of GGS by Prof Sahib Singh.
*****
Some other useful links:
www.sikhbullertin.com
www.singhsabhacanada.com
http://www.iuscanada.com

Aarti condemned by the Sikh Gurus being practiced at Patna Sahib:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gWDcBddddU
www.sikhmarg.com;
Aarti condemned by the Sikh Gurus being practiced at Patna Sahib:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gWDcBddddU
*****
Useful Sikh Organizatios:
1.

SALDEF, Sikh American Legal Defense and Education Fund, 1413 K St. NW. 5th Floor, Washington, DC
20005. Tel: 202-393-2700; Fax: 202-318-3344; Email: onfo@saldef.org ; Web: www.saldef.org
About SALDEF: Founded in 1996, SALDEF is the oldest Sikh American civil rights and educational
organization dedicated to protecting and promoting the civil rights of Sikh Americans through advocacy,
education, and media relations. SALDEF’s mission is to create a fostering environment in the United States for
future generations of Sikh Americans.
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